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AMONG THE FARMEES.

JONES,

t.

Smith and Machinist,

MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS.
of <euer-al macxdnery. «team ei
M inufii· turer
work, spool machinery and tool)
.lies and ilrllla made an i
',
get screw·, taps,
mowing and threshing mi
1
Sewing,
ι,. : re
kinds,
alt
presses, (tune. ph
!
ump· i»f
πμ
nives, traps, etc., uuatlv and promptly
water
and
piping done to ordej
j'.réd. Steam

Licensed Auctioneer,

MAINE,

PARIS.
Moderate.

S<>1 I'll
r.rmô

PARKER,

Λ

ι,Ι-ίΗΚΚ

Counsellor® at Law,
MAINE.

Utorneys and

MrUftO FALLS,
special Collection Department.

Λ

Ralph T. Parke

Ucorxc I». Btsbee,
L.

BUCK,

Surgeon Dentist,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

work warranted.

Ail my be*t

ION ES,

Η. Ρ

j^K

Dentist,
MAINE.

NORWAY,
t)tt.

ρ

e

Hour»—!* to 12—1 to ♦.

Κ.

SMITH,

Attorney at Law,

MAINE.
Collections a Specialty

NORWAY,
II,.rm Block.

J

h Κ RICK Λ PAKK.

Attorneys at Law,

MAINE.

BETHEL,

A

El 1erC. Park.

lison K. Merrick.

HARLOW,

1 >HΝ S.

Attorney at Law,

MAINE.

OIXPIKLD,

WHEELER.

KK.HT A

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
Alton C-Wheeler.
Wrljtht.

Jame* S.

Remember
We carry

good

a

line of

HARNESS, BLANKETS AND
ROBES, WHIPS, HALTERS,
ETC.

TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES
Is larger than

ever

before.

Prices Reasonable.

10. & G. t Mil,
South Paris, Maine.

Son,

A. W. Walker &
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
ALSO

age the proportion of wormy fruit is
considerably larger than last year. The
same is true in regard to the knotty,
one-sided and otherwise imperfect specimens that will have to be thrown out in
sotting. Hence the fruit as it now hang*
on the trees and is viewed from a distance shows to be more than it will
It is of
measure up when barreled.
good size, and conditions are such that
further growth may be expected to be
kept up to the end of the season. Baldwins will be in short supply.
Our estimate of the crop of commercial apples in the state is that it will not
be over one-third that of last year.
lu regard to the crop throughout the
country the condition might be put into
a single sentence and cover the whole,
It is rare
so general is the shortage.
indeed that a short crop is so eveu in all
fruit districts as is the case the present
year.
The crop reports of the United States
Department of Agriculture, the latest
are:
"Apples continue unfavorable
from uearly all districts." "Half a crop
is plenty high enough as an estimate for
the leading apple section as a whole."
Letters from Wayne county·, western
New York, one of the greatest fruit
growing counties of that state, under
date of August 10 state, "nearly all the
apples in that section have been sold."
Fruit Trade Journal confirms this in
stating: "Chicago agents are iu Western New York buying apples freely at
two dollars per barrel for the fruit."
Latest authentic reports from Michigan: "Present apple conditions were
seldom more unfavorable." "Chicago
dealers have virtually contracted for the
crop of every well cared for orchard."
lu tbe Middle West and also in the
Toronto. Canada, district the New York
Packer states: "The crop is variously
estimated 25 to 35 per cent that of last
have just been
agents
through the Annapolis valley region and
report a crop of 350,000 barrels, about

half that of last year.
In regard to the prospective market
value of apples, so long as there is a
surplus in the country the price will be
governed by the market abroad. Woodall & Co., Liverpool, in their annual
apple report show tbe crop in tbe United
Kiugdom "one of the worst in years,"
while from Holland, Belgium and Germany reports all indicate "a small crop."
Thus it is seen there is likely to be a
demand abroad this year for all the
apples we wish to ship. With scarce
half a crop in the country, aud our home
supply to be drawn from that, it is safe
to conclude that the crop this year will
sell for a fair price. Market reports
show choice early fruit selling at good
prices in the home markets.—Maine
Farmer.
one

South Paris, Maine.

HOLLISTER'S

Nuggets
Rocky Mountain Tea Poo
A Busy Medicine for Bajy

pi·.

Brians Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific for Constipation. Indigestion. Lire
an·! Kidiu-ν Troubles
Eczema,

Impure

Pimples,

III·»··!. Rid Breath. Slunisli Bowels. Headache
an Backache. It Rocky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made bilât form, 3.» cents a box.
ll >l: istku I)Rfo Company, Nh'Iîsod, Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE

l.ndlea'

Liaunciry.

WMhln(· Wanted.

iShirt Waists and Skirts a Specialty.
Work done in the best manner.
34 Hill Street,
South Paris.

Wanted.
Pulp Wood the comCorrespondence solicited.

All kinds of
year.

H. D. COLE,
Me.

Bryant's Pond,

April 12th, 1905.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

NORWAY,

Optician.

MAINE.

WANTED
YOU TO SEND US YOUR

OLD

CARPETS

ami have the 111 made Into

ι

dnying

ne

UK MAY UAVK

—

Cement sidewalks made in iS and
24 inch squares for $1.25 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order.

Homo

exception

handsome,

desirable

RUGS
at about one-half the cost of any rug
you can buy. Semi for booklet M.

SONS

FOB

ONi: OF

THE

nurse.

SKVKRAI. REA-

HABIT—TKKAT

HIM

GKNTLY.

Horses shy from a variety of widely
different causes, and as horses are also
widely different in disposition the remedy for this evil must depend upon the
horse. No ironclad rule can be laid
down, but it can safely be affirmed that
in nine cases out of ten k indu ess is better than punishment.
In most cases shying is caused by
nervousness, and in others from defective eyesight. lu some cases the blindIf it be caused
ers affect the vision.
by nervousness, kindness is what is required. The horse is a finely organized,
sensitive creature, and until he knows
better is apt to be affected by trifles.
The nervous horse is ever on the alert,
he sees everything, notices everything,
and when he sees an object that is unfamiliar to him he is at once afraid.
His fear is usually an honest fear. He
is afraid of being hurt. There is no
animal who trusts his master more
implicitly than the horse. He has every
confidence in him. When frightened the
horse wants the*assuring voice of his
driver, or, if he is badly frightened, if
the driver will get out and go to his head
and talk to him, it will be all right.
The horse will be reassured and can be
quietly led past the object that he fears
times
may hurt him. Kindness at such
begets trust, but loud, coarse talk, or,
worse vet, the
whip, only makes him
and increases his fear.
more excited
Many a fiue horse has been ruined by
harshness, and no animal in the world
is more amenable to kiud treatment
than the horse.
In the case of the phlegmatic horse a
slight touch with the whip may serve to
divert his attention from the object he is
afraid of, and he may forget his fear in
the smart of the lash.
Many horses shy from defective
vision, and it is no more a vice for a
horse to start at an object he does not
recognize than it is for a person when
suddenly confronted by something he
was not looking for.
The driver should carefully study the
nature of his horse which shies, and
then apply the remedy which covers the
case and corrects the evil; but inmost
cases
gentleness and kindness will
accomplish the object much moro quickly and easily than rough language, anger
Furthermore,
or a resort to the whip.
by using kindness you retain the love
of your horse and his confidence in your
judgment will remain unshaken.—Cor.
in Tribune Farmer.

Maine Dairy Interests.
Commissioner A. W. Oilman of the

Maine Agricultural
last annual report

department,

in hie

says: The dairy
its place in the
368 Congress street.
foremost rauk among farming indusMAINE.
PORTLAND,
tries. From April 1, 1903, to April 1,
increase in the
HHH, there was an
number of cows as reported by the local assessors to the state assessors of
more than 6,000. There has been an
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem- advance in the quality of our dairy
lock and Poplar, delivered on car· at products and an improvement in the
due to a large extent to the
any K. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel, methods
the coming year.
untiring efforts of our dairy director.
The work of the instructor during the
E. W. PEN LEY, Weet Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
past year has been carried on systematically, by counties. He has visited
May 30, 1904.
the creameries and cheese factories,
giving information and assistance in the
PARKER'S
work and co-operating with the manHAIR BALSAM
riwim and beautifies the hair.
for better products and cheaper
agers
L
Promu» a luxuriant growth.
thus bringing better prices
*«»« Fail» to Beator· Gray 1I
production,
Hair to ita Youthful Color.
He has also visited the
to the producer.
Curt) «ca p ii «aaw· ft hair falling.
jUc.andtUQat DrugynU
patrons and private dairymen, testing
milk and cream when desired, giving
aid and instruction, and trying in every
NOTICE.
way to improve the dairy practices and
33, 1905. assist in producing a more uniform prodParis, Maine,
uct and one that will bring a higher
All persons are hereby forbidden
price in the market. A better relation
of
Columon
the
is being established between the propremises
trespassing
takbia Parris by dumping refuse or
ducer and the manufacturer, and there
is a growing tendency towanls co-operwalls.
stone
the
from
stones
ing
ation along .he lines of this industry.

NOVELTY RUO CO.,

WANTED.

May

iudustry still holds

years aod in some areas surpassing any
previous yield, now past all danger from
rust and other ills caused by the
weather, is in the bauds of the harvesters or practically ready for them.
Corn, several days ahead of the crop
at this time last year, and its percentages of bushels to the acre running
ahead of the 100 mark, is bursting to
maturity in the broad belt in Illinois
and beyond the Miseistippi like a potted
plant under a magician's wand. It is a
moving picture, it is growing so fast out
in Iuwa, Kansas and Nebraska. Danger
from frost is remote, owing to its ad-

jHOLMES

clouds from Lis cigar.
"My collection of M's is

By A. CONAN DOYLE.

I

Author of "The Adventure* of Sherlock Holmes,"
"The Hound of the Baskervilles," "The Sign
of the Four," "A Study In Scarlet," Etc.

The Adventure of
the

Empty Elouse

No. 1 of the Series

[CON

XI.\ U ED. J

The man seemed to bo beside liiinsolf
with excitement. Ills two eyes shone
like stars, and his features were working convulsively. He was an elderly

ILLUSTRATED
BY F. D. STEELE

a
lunu, with a thin, projecting nose,
high, lmld forehead and a huge grizeled mustache. An opera hat was pushed to the back of his head, and an
evening dress shirt front gleamed out
through Ids open overcoat. Ills face

as

substantially equal

iug crop of 1902. Winter whoat is al- lie opened It at the breech, put someready going to market, the threshing thing in and snapped the breechblock.
showing heavy yields to the acre. In Then, crouch lug down, he rested the
the spring wheat regions of the North- end of the barrel upon the ledge of the
west the crop has ripened off in fine
open window, and I saw his long mus-

lloni London, 184U. Sou of
ueotd.
In case there ebon Id be several
m us
Sir
Morau, C. B., once BritA".gu
of
timers or In the unlikely supposition
ish minister t·» Persia. Educated Eton
your own aim failing you. Those"—heOxford. Served in Jowaki <-ampointed around—'"are my other guns.
paiga. Afghan campaign, Charaslab
The parallel is exact."
and Cabul. AuColonel Mora η sprang forward with (dispatches). Sherpur
thor of 'Heavy Game of the Western
a snarl of rage, but the constables
Three Months In
dragged him back. The fury upon his Himalayas' (188li;
Addiess: Couduit
the
(1SS4).
Jungle*
at.
look
to
face was terrible
Clubs: Tiie Anglo-Indian, the
"I confess that you bad one small street.
Card club."
! surprise for me." said Holmes. "I did Tankerville, the Bagatelle
On the margin was written in Holmes
that you would yourself
not
anticipate
j
1
precise hand. "The second most danmake use of this empty house and this
gerous man in Loudon.
convenient front window. I had Imag"This is astonishing," said I as I
ined you us operating from the street,
hauded back the volume. "The man's
where my friend Lestrade and his mercareer la that of an honorable solry men were awaiting you. With that dier."
I
as
expected."
exception all has gone
"It is true," Holmes answered. "Up
Colonel Morun turned to the official
to a certain point he did well. He was
detective.
iron nerve, and the
"Von may or may not have Just always a man of
is still told in India how he
cause for arresting me," said he, "bftt story
a drain after a woundni least there can be no reason why I crawled down
ed
tiger. There are some
man-eating
of
this
to
submit
tbe
should
gllies
perto a cerIf I am in the hands of the law trees, Watson, which grow
son.
tain height and then suddenly develop
lot things be done in a legal way."
You will
"Well, that's reasonable enough," home unsightly eccentricity.
I have a thesaid Lestrade.
"Nothing further you see it often in humans.
in
have to say, Mr. Holmes, before we ory that the individual represents
Ids development the whole procession
go?"
that such a sudIlohnes bad picked up the powerful of his ancestors, and
or evil stands for
air gun from the floor and was examin- den turn to good
some strong lnliuence which came into
ing its mechanism.
The person
"An admirable and unique weapon," the line of hid pedigree.
the epitome of the
lie said, "noiseless aud of tremendous ■becomes, as it were,
of his own family."
power. I knew Von Herder, the blind history
"It is surely rather fanciful.
German mechanic, who constructed it
"Well I don't insist upon It. λ\ hatto the order of the late Professor MoFor years I have been aware ever the cause, Colonel Moron began
rlarty.
,
scanof Its existence, though I have never to go wrong. Without any open
hold
before had the opportunity of handling dal he still made India too hot to
He retired, came to Loudon and
1 commend it very specially to him
it.
it was
an evil name,
your attention, Lestrade, and also the again acquired
at this time that be was sought out bj
! bullets which fit It"
'Ton can trust us to look after that, Professor Moriarty, to whom for a
;
Mr. Holmes," said Lestrade as the time he was chief of the stuff. Moriarreserve

condition with an estimated increase
tache droop over the stock and his
over last year of tifty million bushels.
as it peered
along the
With present conditions of the corn eyes gleam
I heard a little sigh of satissights.
estithe
continued
Government's
crop
butt Into his
mates will give a crop of two and a half faction as he cuddled the
billion bushels. It is rare that so tine a • Mulder and saw that amazing target,
whole party uioved toward the door.
stand of corn obtains throughout the I e black man on the yellow ground, I
further to say ?"
entire country. Iu New England the standing clear at the end of his fore- j "Anything
"Only to ask what charge you incrop is slightly late but the high tem- sight.
For an Instant he was rigid I
perature prevailing is forcing it rapidly and motionless. Then his finger tight- tend to prefer?"
It is now hardly possible
"What charge, sir? Why, of course
to maturity.
There was a 1
ened on the trigger.
that an early frost can cut off the crop
the
attempted murder of Mr. Sherlock
loud whiz and a long, silvery
to any considerable extent. The can- strange,
Holmes."
Instant
that
At
of
broken
tinkle
glass.
j "Not so, Lestrade. I do not propose
ning of the sweet corn has started up
Holmes sprang like a tiger on to the
recently with some of the early fields.
I to appear in the matter at all. To you
flat
him
hurled
of
and
marksman's back
Iu exchange for this great bounty
aud to you only belongs the credit of
crops a large amount of money will go upon his face. Ile was up again in a
into the hands of the growers which
insures "good times1' for another twelve
months.—Maine Farmer.

j

|

|

mairie

uairy noies.

Talking, the other day, witb State
Dairy Instructor Thompson on a variety
of subjects he gave us a few points
which will no doubt interest our

readers.
At present the state officials are much
interested in the question of how to
secure a basis or standard of results at
Maine creameries, for some farmers are
incliued to think that different creameries treat their patrons dissimilarly.
However this may be, Mr. Thompson is
studying a method of bringing creameries and producers into even closer relations than now exist.
He spoke very enthusiastically of the
noticeable improvement in market conditions for Maine dairymen, saying that
all through 1905 dairy butter has ranged
about three cents per pound higher than
in 1904. Different surroundings make
different opportunties in Maine and elsewhere and Mr. Thompson has noticed
particularly the success attained in
milk production by some Holstoin growers.
Notably in the section about New·
port does this hold and there the Jerseys and smaller breeds have largely
given place to larger producers, the
Holsteine. Some of these show an excellent quality in the cream test, some
herds runuing near 4 per cent. Speaking of Jersey herds Mr. Thompson said
the best testing herd he had learned of
was in Cumberland County, the average
for the herd being about t> per cent.
Each man must choose the breed best
suited for his purpose and it is a question whether the increased quantity
does not make up for the richer quality
in comparing Holsteins with smaller
breeds. This is the question on which
many farmers in Maine are also studying.—Cor. in Maine Farmer.
The Usefulness of the Toad.
The wonderful insect killing capacity
of the toad has been known for some
time in a general way, but recent experiments have shown surprising results in this direction. From May 1 to
August 1 one toad destroyed 2,100 cutworms, which it would cost $21.60 to
destroy by hand. English gardeners are
said to pay $25 a hundred for toads for

colonizing purposes.
The best

plan is

to

provide a breeding

place for toads, and carry them to it at
mating time. A small, shallow pool is
all that is needed, and stagnant ie better
than running water, except that care

should be taken that mosquitoes do not
breed there. It is quite possible that the
tadpoles may destroy ^11 the mosquito
larvw.
Another good thing is to provide an
artiiicial shelter for toade in gardens.
These are easily made by digging shallow holes and partially covering them
with boards or fiat stones.
Greenhouse owners find toads particularly useful as destroyers of snails,
sow
rose

bugs and weevils.

The

common

weevil can doubtless be controlled
greenhouses by the aid of toads,
particularly if the beetles be jarred from
the bushes at intervals.
A colony of toads in a garden is equivalent to a small insurance policy against
loss of crops by insects. There is no
denying that the toad is not attractive,
but to say he is repulsive is merely to
confess that we have not risen above
prejudice. On the other hand, every
toad bas power to destroy 9,720 insects
in a season.—Cor. in Tribune Farmer.

in

Keeping

an

Idle Horse.

The cost in a common way of keeping a horse one year is $60. Every
person, therefore, who keeps a useless
horse one year loses the interest of

$1,000.

There are many farmers who keep an
extra horse which they use during the
busy season of haying and harvesting,
but during the winter is idle and must
be fed on the best of hay and grain or
he will fall away and be crow bait in the

spring.

The farmer could

keep
through

yoke of

twothe winter as
year-old steers
cheaply and then could sell them and
make something to pay for keeping

them.

Not

so

a

witb the old horse; when

dead you are compelled to haul him off
for the dogs and crows.—J. L. Hersey in
New England Farmer.

Feeding Brood Sows.

tine one,
said he. "Moriarty himself Is enough
to make any letter Illustrious, and here
is Morgm, the prisoner, and Merridew
,.f abominable memory, and Mathews,
who knocked out my left canine In the
waiting room at Charing Cross, and
flui.lly here is our friend of tonight."
lie handed over the book, and I read:
Unem"Moron, Sebastian, colonel.
i.lo; ed. Formerly First Bengalore Ploa

much money be should himself return,
since be could not profit by bis partner's foul play. He locked tbe door leet
the ladles should surprise him and Insist upon knowing what be was doing
with these names and coins. Will It

pass?"

"I-have no doubt that you have hit
upon the truth."
"It will be verified or disproved at
the trial. Meanwhile, come what may,
Colonel Moran will trouble us no more.
Tbe famous air gun of Von Herder will

embellish the Scotland Yard museum,
and once again Mr. Sherlock Holmes is
free to devote his life to examining
those interesting little problems which
the complex life of London so plenti-

fully presents."

The Adventure of

the Norwood
Builder

j

he laid It down upon the tloor it gave
a metallic clang. Then from the pocket
of his overcoat he drew a bulky object,
and he busied himself in some task
which ended with a loud, sharp click,
together."
fallen into
Conditions here in the Kast are show- as If a spring or bolt had
ing a like bounty, which placed in its place. Still kneeling upon the lloor,
addition to the above covers the prin- he bent forward and threw all his
cipal surplus producing sections of the weight and strength upon some lever,
country. There can be no question with the result that there came a long,
over the great bounty in store and in
whirling, grinding noise, ending once
prospect throughout the land.
He straighttnore in a powerful click.
The wheat crop, over which every
ened himself then, and I saw that what
is
a
full
land
is
in
the
concerned,
family
he held In his hand was a sort of a
one, much larger than last year, and
butt
to the record-break- jrun with a curiously misshapen

Corn is poor food for brood sows, as
it makes but little milk. Wheat mid
dlings are much better. Sugar beets
have proved good milk producers when
fed to cows, ewes or sows. The tops
hotic£.
A Tip to the Qardener.
when fed in moderate quantity with
All bill· contracted against the town of Parle
or fodder ration are as
on the highway, either labor or material, we
A bachelor farmer says that the good alfalfa
want presented tor payment on or before the Ut
as the beets for the production of
good
to
remove
is
to
weeds
month.
way
quickest
day or every
milk.—Maine Farmer.
propose to a widow.—Chicago News.
or PABie.

«IkcTiuw

SHERLOCK

was gaunt and swarthy, scored with
vanced stage.
Small grains genorally throughout the deep, savage lines. In his hand he carso-called Granger States promise excep- ried what appeared to 1m; a stick, but

tional yields, while the hay crop is above
the average in most sections. There
never was a time in the memory of the
statisticians when prospects have been
so bright for all manner of crops taken

the name of Professor James Moriarty,
who hail one of the great brains of the
century. Just give me down my Index
of biographies from the shelf."
He turned over the pages lazily, leaning back in his chair and blowing great

G"*? "Return of

of corn,

time.
Conditions vary
locally over
Apple Crop.
on the
narrow limits, of course, yet
The season is now far enough advanc
i whole an unusual bounty is abroad in
ed so that a fairly reliable estimate ο
the land.
the apple crop not only of our own stat<
The Chicago Record-IIerald in reviewbut also of the couutry at large may b<
the situation in the West in a recent
made up. The Farmer has had little tt ing
issue of that journal expresses its consay of the crop thus far for the reasoi clusions as follows:
that early estimates have little value
"Bumper crops are in prospect
At this date the apples are far enough
the west. Every farmer
advanced to show what the crop is to be throughout
this year is a golden farmer. Granaries
In this state the fruit is almost entireand elevators are groaning in anticipaly contined to trees that did not beat tion of the loads
they will have to bear.
last year, and to orchards under cultiva
Railroad officials are preparing moving
tion and trees receutly well fertilized
facilities from figures that break recAs is always the case in years of short
ords. Wheat, the finest crop in ten

LIME, CEMENT
—

assured with the

which is still subject to possible damCorreeuon'truce on practical agricultural topic age
by unseasonable frost. There probIs eollclietl.
Ail<lr«aa all communication» lr j
tentle<l for thla department to Hk.su y £ I ably never was a year when the all-round
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Deno crops of the couotry, throughout every
ocrât, Part», Me.
quarter, were yielding and promising
a greater bounty than at the present

year."
Liverpool

Our line of

ing

ly

The

I.BKKT I>. PARK.

à

"8ΡΚΚ1> TUB fLOW."

The Crops of 1905.
The principal crops of our country
for the present year are now substantial-

(Copyright, 1903, if A. Cone· Dejlt ê»4 Ctllltr'i
Wuklj.)
( Copyright, itos, h Mtciur,, ρ h tiu f* ν c*.)
HOM tbe point of view of
the criminal expert," said
Sherlock
Mr.
Holmes,
"London has heroine a

singularly

uninteresting
city since the death of

the late lamented Professor Moriarty."
"I can hardly think that you would
find many decent citizens to agree with
you," I answered.

"Well, well, I must not be selfish,"
said lie, with u smile as be pushed back
bis chair from tbe breakfast table.
"Hie community is certainly the gainer and no one the loser save the poor
out of work specialist, whose occupation has gone. With that man in the
field one's morning puper presented infinite possibilities. Often it was only
the smallest trace, Watson, the faintest indication, and yet it was enough
to tell me that the great malignant
brain was there, as tbe gentlest tremors of the edges of the web remind
one of the foul spider which lurks in the
Telty thefts, wanton assault?,
purposeless outrage—to the man who
held the clew all could be worked
center.

Into one connected whole. To tbe sclcntlllc student of the higher criminal
world no capital In Euroi>e offered the
advantages which London then possessed. But now"— lie shrugged bis
shoulders In humorous deprecation o'

the state of things which be had himself doue so much to produce.
At the time of which I speak, Holmes
had been back for some months, and
1 at bis request bad sold uiy practice
and returned to share the old quarters
in Baker street A young doctor named Verner had purchased my small

tom of It, but nothing could be proved.
So cleverly was the colonel concealed
that even when the Moriarty gang was
broken up we could not Incriminate
him You remember at that date, when
I called upou you in your rooms, how
I nut up the shutters for fear of air
jruusV No doubt you thought me fanciI knew exactly what I was doful
ing, for I knew of the existence of tills
remarkable gun, and I knew also that
one of the best shots in the word
would be behind It. When we were In
Switzerland he followed us with Morlartv and It was undoubtedly he who

I looked with interest upon this man
who was accused of bviing the perpetrator of a crime of violence. He was
flaxen haired and handsome, in a washed out negative fashion, with frijdjtened blue eyes nnd a clean shaven face,
wltb α weak, sensitive mouth. His ago
may have l>eoii about twenty-seven, his

dress and bearing that of a goaileman.
From the i>ocket of his light summer
overcoat protruded the bundle of in-

No. 2 of the Series

tv supplied him liberally with money
and used him only In one or two very
high class Jobs which no ordinary criminal could have undertaken. You may
have some recollection of the death
Mrs. Stewart of Lauder In 188,. Not?
Well, 1 am sure Morau was at the bot-

lie tamed It
every mail's mouth."
over to expose the central page. "Here
It is, and with your permission I will
Listen to this, Mr.
read it to you.
Holmes. The headlines are: 'Mysterious
Affair at Lower Norwood. DisappearSusance of a Well Known Builder.
picion of Murder and Arson. A Clew
That is the clew
to the Criminal.'
which they are already following, Mr.
Holmes, and I know that it leads infallibly to me. I have been followed
from London Bridge station, uwl I am
sure thut they are only waiting for the
warrant to arrest me. It will break
my mother's heart—It will break her
He wrung his hands In an
heart!"
agony of apprehension and swayed
backward and forward In his chair.

dorsed

papers

profession.

which

proclaimed

his

"We imlst use what time we have,"
said Holmes.
"Watson, would you
have the kindness to take the paper
and to read the paragraph in question?"
Underneath the vigorous headlines
which our client had quoted I read the
following suggestive narrative:
I^ite la-it nlalit or early tills morning an
Incident occurred at Lowr Norwood
which points. It Is feared, to a serious
crime. Mr. Jonas Oldacre Is a well known
resident of that suburb, when· lu has carried on his business as u builder for many
Mr. Oldacrc Is a bachelor, fiftyyears.
two years of η·?ο, and lives Ιτι Deep Dene
House at the Sydenham end of the road
of that name. He has had th" reputation
of bi-ΐης a man of eccentric habits, seFor s rno years he
cretive and retiring.
has practically withdrawn from the business In which he Is said to have amassed
considerable wealth. A small timber yard
still exists, however, at the back of the
house, and last nlKht. u^>out 12 o'clock,
an alarm was given that one of tho stacks
The engines were f oon upon
was on Arc.
the spot, but the dry wood burned with
great fury, and It was Impossible to arrest the conflagration until the stack had
been entirely consumed. Γρ to this point
tlie Incident bore tho appearance of an
ordinary accident, but fresh Indications
seem to point to serious crlm··.
Surprise
was expressed at the absence of tho mas-

ter of the establishment from the scene
of the Are, and an Inquiry followed, which
showed that he had disappeared from tho
house.
An examination of his room rovealed that the bed had not been slept in.
that a safe which stood In It was open,
that a number of important papers were
scattered al>out the room and Anally that
there were signs of a murderous striiKgk*.
slight traces of blood being found within

to Una reeyea uiiû auger tips together,
markable account.
"The en so has certainly «true ι win ta
of Interest," said he In Lis languid
fashion. "May I ask. In the first place,
Mr. McFarlane, how It Is that you are
still at liberty, since there api»ears to
be enough evidence to
rest?"

Justify

your ar-

"I live at Torrington Lodge, Blacklieatli, with my parents, Mr. Holmes,
but last night, having to do business
very late with Mr. Jonas Oldacre, I
stayed at a hotel In Norwood and

to my business from there. I
knew nothing of this affair until I was
in the train, when I read what you
have just heard. I at once saw the horrible danger of my ooeltlon, and I hurried to put the case into your hands. I
have no doubt that I should have l>een
arrested either at my city otflce or at
my home. A man followed me from
London Bridge station, and I hnve no
doubt— Great heaven! What Is that?"
It was a clang of the bell, followed
instantly by heavy steps upon tin» stair.
came

A moment later our old friend Lestrade
in the doorway. Over his
shoulder I cauglit a glimpse of one or
two uniformed policemen outside.
"Mr. John Hector McFarlane?" said

appeared

Lestrade.
Our unfortunate client rose, with a
ghastly face.

"I arrest you for the willful murder of
Mr. Jonas Oldacre of Lower Norwood."
McFarlane turned to us with a gesture of despair and sank into his chair
once more like one who Is crushed.
said
"One
moment,
Lestrade,"
Holmes. "Half an hour more or less
can make no difference to you, and the
gentleman was about to give us an accouut of tills very interesting affair
which might aid us in clearing It up."
"I think there will be no difficulty In
clearing it up," said Lestrade grimly.
"None the less, with your permission, I should lie much interested to
hear his account."
"Well, Mr. Holmes, it Is ditficult for
me to refuse you anything, for you have

been of use to the force once or twice
in the past, and we owe you a g »xl
turn at Scotland Yard." Raid Lestrade.
"At the same tiuiu I must remain with
my prisoner, and I am bound to warn
him tli it anything he may s:iy will appear in evidence against him."
"I wish nothing better." said our
client. "All 1 ask is that you sli »nld
hear and recognize the absolute truth."
Lestrade looked at his watch. "I'll
give you half an hour," said he.
"I must explain tlrsf," said McFarlane,
"that I knew nothing of .Mr. Jonas
Oldacre. His name was familiar to me,
for many years ago my parents were
acquainted with him. but they drifted

Kensingtou practice and given with
astonishingly little demur the highest
price that 1 ventured to usk-an Incident which only explained Itself some
time later when I found that Yc»ner
a distant reiatioii of Holmes and
that it was my friend who had really
found the money.
was

uiUiiuis

Uiir

υι

|iarui«:rBui|i

uau

uui

uiicveutful as he Lad stated,
ou the for I find on
looking over my notes that
gave me that evil five minutes
Reichenbacb ledge.
this period includes the case of the
uic j/c»iwu
papers of ex-1'resident Murillu, aud al"IOU uiuy mum ujui
so- so tlie shocking affair of the Dutch
pers wltli some ulteutlou (luring uiy
which so nearly
journ lu France, ou tlie lookout for any steamship Prieslaud,
cold and
clinuce of laying him by the heels. So cost us both our lives. Ills
was always averse, howloug as bo was free lu Londou my life proud nature
of public
would really not bave beeu worth liv- ever, to anything in the sliai>e
he bound me in the most
and
would
shadow
the
applause,
and
day
ing. Night
no further word
have been over me and sooner or later stringent terms to say
What of himself, his methods or his suchis chance must have coine.
as I have
could I do? I could not shoot him at cesses—a prohibition which,
has only now been removed.
sight or I should myself be in the dock. explulned,
IS A FIXE ONE," SAID IIE.
Mr. Sherlock Holmes was leaning buck
There was no use appealiug to a magishis chair after his whimsical protest
in
the
on
Interfere
cannot
trate.
They
the remarkable arrest which you nave strength of what would appear to them and was unfolding his morning paper
effected. Yes, Lest rade, I congratulate to be a wild suspicion. So I could do in a leisurely fashion when our attenyou: With your usual happy mixture nothing. But I watched the criminal tion was arrested by a tremendous
of running aud audacity, you have got
I ring at the bell, followed immediately
news, knowing that sooner or later
sound, us if
him."
should get him. Then came the death by a hollow drumming
"Got him! Got whom, Mr. Holmes?" of tliis Itonald Adair. My chance had some one were beating on the outer
there
"The man that the whole force has come at last.
Knowing what I did, door with his list. As it opened
been seeking iu vain Colonel Sebas- was It not certain that Colonel Moran came a tumultuous rush Into the hall,
tian Moran, who slnt the lion. Ronald had done it? He had played cards with rapid feet clattered up the stair aud
franAdair with an expanding bullet from tho lad; he had followed him houie an Instant later a wild eyed and
of
tic young man, pule, disheveled und
nil air gun through the open window
from the club; he bad shot him through
been

so

1
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moment, and with convulsive strength
lie seized Holmes by tlio throat, but I
struck hiui on the head with the butt
of uiy revolver, and he dropped again
upon the tioor. 1 fell upon him, and as
I held litm my comrade blew a shrill
call upon a whistle. There was the

clatter of running feet upon the pavement, aud two policemen in uniform,
with one plain clothes detective, ru ?lie*.l
through the front entrance and into the

the second lioor front of -I'JT I'ark lane
That's
uiioii the 30th of last month.
the charge, Lestrade. Anil now, Watdraft from
son, If you can endure the
half an
a broken window I think that
afhour in my study over a cigar may
ford you some profitable amusement."
Our 'old chambers had been left unof
changed through the supervision
Myeroft Holmes and the Immediate
I entered I
care of Mrs. Hudson. As
tidiness,
unwonted
an
is
it
true,
saw,
their
but the old landmarks were all in
corner
place. There was the chemical
and the acid stained, deal topped table.
of
There upon a shelf was the row
formidable scrnpbooks and books of
reference which many of our fellow citizens would have l>een so glad to burn.
The diagrams, the violin case and the

room.

"That you, LestradeV" said Holmes.
"Yes, Mr. Holmes. I took the job
myself. It's good to see you back in
London, sir."
"I think you want a little unofficial
help. Three undetected murders in one
hanyear won't do, Lest rade. IJut you
dled the Moiesey mystery with less

than your usual—that's to say, you
bandied it fairly well."
We had all risen to our feet, our prisoner breathing hard, with a stalwart
constable ou each side of him. Already
a few loiterers had Legun to collect in
the street. Holmes stepped up to the
window, closed it and uro; jsed the
blinds. Lestrade had produced two
candles, and the. policemen had unI was able
covered their lanterns.
at last to have a g>>od look at our pris-

pipe rack—even the Persian slipper
which contained thé tobacco—all met

oner.

It v.ms a tremendously virile and yet
sinister face which was turned toward
With the brow of a philosopher
us.
above and the Jaw of a sensualist below. the man must have started with
g*eat capacities for good or for evil. I
But one could not look upon his cruel

I

me. There
my eyes as I glanced round
were two occupants of the room—one,
Mrs. Hudson, who beamed upon us
both as we entered; the other the
so
strange dummy which had played
Important a part In the evening's adventures. It was a wax colored model
of my friend so udmlnibly done that
It was α perfect facsimile. It stood on
α small pedestal tubie with an old

blue eyes, with their drooping, cynical
I
lids, or upon the fierce, aggressive nose
I
brow
lined
and the threatening, deep
dressing gown of Holmes' so draped
without reading nature's plainest danIt that the Illusion from the
of round
ger signals. He took no heed of any
street was absolutely perfect.
but his eyes were fixed upon
us,
"I hope you preserved all precautions,
Holmes' face with an expression in
Mrs. Hudson?" said Holmes.
which hatred and amazement were
"I went to It on my knees, sir, Just
equally blended. "You fiend," he kept as
you told me."
clever
on
muttering—"you clever,
"Excellent. You carried the thing
fiend!"
out well. Did you observe where the
"Ah, colonel," said nolmes. arrang bullet went?"
"
ing his rumpled collar, 'journeys end
"Yes, sir. I'm afraid It has spoilt your
in lovers' meetings,' as the old play beautiful bust, for It passed right
says. I don't think I have had the through the head and flattened Itself
pleasure of seeing you since you fa- 011 the wall I picked it up from the
vored me with those attentions as I lay
carpet. Here It la!"
on the ledge above the Reichenbach
Holmes held it out to me. "A soft
fall."
revolver bullet, ns you perceive, Watfriend
The colonel still stared at my
son. There's genius In that, for who
like a man In a trance. "You cunning, would
expect to tind such a thing fired
cunuing fiend!" was all that he could from an air gun. All right, Mrs. Hudsay.
son; I am much obliged for your as"I have not Introduced you yet," said sistance. And
now, Watson, let me see
is
Colonel
"This,
Holmes.
gentlemen,
you In your old seat once more, for
her
of
once
majesty's there are several points which I should
Sebastian Moran,
Indian army and the best heavy game like to discuss with
you."
shot that our eastern empire has ever
He had thrown off the seedy frock
produced. I believe I nm correct, colo- coat, and now he was the Holmes of
nel, In saying that your bag of tigers old In the mouse colored dressing gown
still remains unrivaled?"
which he took from his efflgy.
The fierce old man said nothing, but
"The old shikari's nerves have not
With
still glared at my companion.
loet their steadiness nor his eyes their
mustache
his savage eyes and bristling
keenness," said he, with a laugh, as he
he was wonderfully like a tiger himluspocted the shattered forehead of his
self.
bust.
"I wonder that my very simple strat"Plumb In the middle of the back of
a
old
so
shikari,"
deceive
agem could
the head and smack through the brain.
familiar
eaid Holmes. "It must be very
He was the best shot In India, and I
to you. Have you not tethered a young
that there are few better In
expect
kid under a tree, lain above It with
London. Have you beard the name?"
your rifle and waited for the bait to
"No, I have not."
bring up your tiger? This empty
"Well, well, such is fame! But, then,
are
and
house la my tree,
my tiger.
you
If I remember right, you bad not beard
in
You have possibly had other guns

I

There was not a
the open window.
The bullets alone are
doubt of it.
enough to put his head in a noose.
"I came over at once. I was seen by
the sentinel, who would, I knew, direct

the colonel's attention to my presence.
He could not fail to connect my sudden
return with his crime and to be terribly
alarmed. I was sure be would make
an attempt to get me out of the way
at once and would bring round his murderous weapon for that purpose. I left
him an excellent mark In the window,
and, having warned the police that

they might

needed—by the way,
spotted their presence in

be

Watson, you
that doorway with unerring accuracy—
I took up what seemed to me to be a

judicious post for observation, never
dreaming that he would choose the
Now, my
same spot for his attack.
dear Watson, does anything remain for

to explain?"
"Yes." said I. "You have not made it
quite clear what was Colonel Moron's
motive in murdering the Hon. Uonald
Adair?"
me

"Ah. my dear Watson, there we come
Into those realms of coujecture where
the moRt logical mind may lie at fault.
Each may form his own hypothesis upon the present evidence, and yours Is
as likely to l>e correct as mine."
"You have formed one, then?"
"I think that It Is not difficult to explain tho facts. It came out In evidence
that Colonel Moran and young Adair
had between them won a considerable
amount of money. Now, Moran undoubtedly played foul. Of that I have
long been aware. I believe that on the
3ay of the murder Adair bad discov-

ered that Moran was cheating. Very
likely he had spoken to him privately
and had threntened to expose him unless he voluntarily resigned Ills membership of the club and promised not to
play cards again. It is unlikely that a
youngster like Adair would at once
make a hideous scandal by exposing a
well known man so much older than
hiaiself. Probably he acted as I suggest. The exclusion from Ills clube
would mean ruin to Moran. who lived
by his ill gotten card gaius. Ile therefore murdered Adair, who at the time
was endeavoring to work out how

General Debility

in and out there is that feeling of
weakness that makes a burden of itself.
Food does not strengthen.
Sleep does not refresh.
It is hard to do, bard to bear, what
should be easy,—vitality is on the ebb, and

Day

the whole system suffers.
For this condition take

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

It vitalises the blood, fives vigor and tone
to all the organs and functions, and is
positively unequalled for all run-down or
debilitated conditions.
Hood's VlUA

oar·

oouiUptUua, 26 ewtt,

palpitating, burst into the room. He
looked from one to the other of us, and
under our gaze of inquiry lie became
conscious that some apology wus needed for this unceremonious entry.
"I'm sorry, Mr. Holmes," he cried.
"You mustn't blame me. I am nearly
mud. Mr. Holmes, I am the unhappy
"
John Hector McFurlane.
Ile made the announcement as If the
name alouo would explain both his
visit and its monner, but I could see
by my companion's unresponsive face
that It meant no more to him than to
me.

"Have α cigarette, Mr. McFurlane,"
"I
Aaid he, pushing his case across.
um sure that with your symptoms my
friend Dr. Watson here would preThe weather has
scribe a sedative.
been so very warm these last few
days. Now, If you feel a little more
composed I should be glad if you would
sit down In that chair and tell us very
and quietly who you are and

slowly

what it is that you want. You mentioned your name as if I should recognize it, but I assure you that beyond
the obvious facts that you are a bachelor, a solicitor, a Freemason and an
asthmatic I know nothing whatever
about

you."

Familiar as I wus with my friend's
methods, It wus not difflcult for me to
follow his deductions and to observe
the untidiness of attlnf, the sheaf of
legal papers, the watch charm and the
breathing which had prompted them.
Our client, however, stared in uniuzement.

all that, Mr. Holmes, and
in addition I um the most unfortunate
For
man at tills moment In London.
heuven's sake, don't abandon me, Mr.
Holmes! If they come to arrest me before I huve finished my story make
them give me time so that I may tell
I could go to
you the whole truth.
Jail happy if I knew thut you were
working for me outside."
"Arrest you!" suid Holmes. "This is
really most grati—most Interesting. On
what charge do you expect to be ar-

"Yes, I

am

rested ?"

"Upon the charge of murdering Mr.
Jonas Oldacre.of Lower Norwood."
My companion's expressive face
showed a sympathy which was not, I
am afraid, entirely unmixed with sat-
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OUU UNFORTUNATE CLIENT HOSE,
the room, ami an oaken walking stick
which mIso showed stains <>f bloo I upon
It Is known that Mr. Jonas
tho bundle.
O'.dacre had received :i lut·· visitor <11 hid
bedroom upon th.tt night, and tho stick
found has been Identified as tho property
of this person. uiio Is a young London
.■follcltor named John Hector McFurlune,
Junior partner of Graham »v MeFar·

Crosham buildings. E. C. The
lane of
police believe that they have evidence In
their possession which supplies a very
(convincing motive for the crime, and altogether It cannot be doubted that sennatlonal developments will follow.
Later.—It Is rumored as we go to press
that John Hector McFnrlane has actually
been arrested on the charge of tho murder
It is at least certain
of Jonas Oldacre.
There
that a warrant has been Issued.
sinister developand
further
been
have
ments In the Investigation at Norwood.
Besides the signs of a struggle In the
of the unfortunate builder It Is
room
known that the French windows
now
of his bedroom (which Is

on

the ground

there
iloor) were found to be open, that
some
bulky object
were marks as If
had !>een dragged across to the wood pile,
reanil finally It is asserted that charred
charmains have been found among the
Is
coal ashes of the Are. Th p .lie theory
Iris been
that a most sensational crime
committed, that the victim was clubbed
to death In his own bedroom, his papers
rifled and his «lead body drag?· d arrose
t ien iTiiit- ·!.
to tiie wood stack, which was
th·' crime. The
so as to hide all traces of
it'on has
conduct of the criminal Ir.vr. fi :
of Inbeen left in the experienced hands
Yard, who Is
spector Lestrade of Scotland
accushis
following up the clews with
tomed energy u:id su0a<.ity.

Sherlock Holmes listened, with closed
—·

If a Cow gave
I
Butter
mankind would have to
invent milk. Milk Is Nature's emulsion —butter
put in shape for digestion. Cod liver oil is extremely nourishing, but
it has to be emulsified
before we can digest it.

Scott's Emulsion

the best oil
with the valuable hypophosDhites so that it is
lsfuction.
and does
"Dear me," said he, "It was only this easy to digest
moment at breakfast that I was say- far more good than the
ing to my friend Dr. Watson that sen- oil
alone could. That
sational cases bad disappeared out of
Scott's Emulsion
makes
our papers."
Our visitor stretched forward a quiv- the most strengthening,
mediering hand and picked up the Daily nourishing food
Telegraph, which still lay upon Holmes' cine in the world.
knee.
"If you had looked at It, sir, you
would have seen at a glance what the
errand is on which I have come to
I feel as If my
you this morning.
name and my misfortune must be in

combines

Send for free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemist·
New York
409-41 S Pearl Street
60c. and $I.OO. All drufreltte

WITH A GHASTLY FACB.

very mut-n surpneea,
when yesterday about 3
o'clock la the afternoon Le walked Into
still
my otllce in the city. But I wee
uiore astonished when he toM me the
object of his visit. He hail iit hi* hand

I
apart.
therefore,

was

several sheets of a notebook, covered
with scribbled writing here they ure—
and he laid them on my table.
"
"I want
'Here is my will,' said hi·.
It Into
you, Mr. Mi'Farlane, to cast
I will sit here
proper legal shape.
while you do so.'
"I set myself to copy It, and you can
Imagine my astonishment when I found
that, with some reservations, he had
left ull his property to me. He was n
with
strange little ferretlike man.
white eyelashes, and when I looked up
him I found his keen gray eyes
tlxed upon me with an amused expression. I eoukl hardly believe my own
senses as I read the terms of the will,
but he explained that he was a bachelor with hardly any living relation,
that he had known my parents in his
at

and that he had always heard
of me as a very deserving young man
and was assured that his money would
be in worthy hands. Of course I could
only stammer out my thuuks.

youth

[TO

BE

COSTDiUXAj

Cromnrll anil Chriatma·.

During the commonwealth in England, when puritanical feeling held
sway, many determined efforts were
made to put down what were termed
superstitious festivals and among these
that of Christmas day. The holly and
the mistletoe bough were to be cut up
root and brauch as plants of the evil

Cakes and ale were held to be imin
pious offerings to superstition. Thus
the Cromwell
party ordered
l»i47
throughout the country by the mouth

one.

of the common crier that Christina*
should no longer be observed.
Waatv and

Poverty·

With regard to waste, which lies at
the foundation of nearly all poverty,
the working classée have exalted it Into a principle of action. An English
servant, as a rule, wastes as mueb of

her employer's substance as possible.
When she marries and has children she
continues to be wasteful in her own

home.—London Hospital.

rhyilral Evidence.
"Do you know," Mid « Sunday school
teacher, addressing a new pupil in the
In taut class, "that you have a soul?"
"Course I do," replied the little fel-

low, placing his hand over his heart.
"I can feel It tick."—Moberly (Nev.)
Monitor.

Wnrae Than She Thought.
Aunt-Hut I thought you understood
that George is α poor young man when
you became engaged to him. Niece—
Of course I did, but I didn't Imagine it
went so far as his not being able to get
a

new

Judge.

automobile till

next

season.—

(Harford

ïhc

gcroocrat,
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A

Editer· ud

Pari* HilL

FORBES,

First Baptist Church. Rev. Κ. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sun·lay at 10:4& A. M. Sunday
School at 12 M.
Sabbath Evening Service at
7 30 v. M. T. P. 8. C. E. Tuesday eveulng.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Cove
before the lat
oant Meeting the last Kr1>!av
AU not
tun-lay of the montb at 1:30 P. M.
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
I' alversallat Church.
Sunday School every
3ua<lay at to 45 a. M.

Proprietor·.
K. Forus.

A.

Uboror Μ. Atwook.

Tiui '—$1 JO a year If palil «trVtly In advance.
(Hberwtae ♦-' 00 a year. Single copte· t cent·.
All lecal a*lTertleement»
AVTHTmnuTi
are riven thrve connective InaertloM to |1J>
In
length
of
col«aan. Special •■ootract·
Tach
per
n»le with local. Iran tient an.l yearly a>lvertl·
—

The an Dual Cniversalist pariah meeting will be held at the church, Tuesday
Besides
Jo· PRiwrme —Mew type, fa«t pmim, «teair evenmg of this week, at "UiO.
power, experience·! worfcwea an·! low prie·· the
number of
routine business, a
ixN»t»toe U> make tbl* leparteeal of our bual
special matter· are included in the warmm complete an l popular.
era.

rant.

Elmer \V. Cu turnings, 07, has returned tu the University of Maine for the
coming year's work.
Kept m. jn. II -o«ft>nl < owatv fair.
Maurice A. Newton has purchased the
Aaaoal <t.xrt:im Malae 'UU Ruarl
.Hepi U. it
of Traie. Run for I rail·.
Joseph I.ennard place south of the vilVpl M, 17. |t -A»lmcen1i VaUey fair. Cm
lage and will occupy it soon.
tea
( harlen F. Mathewson and family, who
*epi jh. J7. tk- fair at Kl«er*Kle Γ art. R*Uk
«ht λ-oilurl Pwiwu Urutn. with ΓIV. le rick have »|>eot the summer at "Cross Roads,"
«
Roltle br«aj«. WaSekl.
return t·· their New York home on Wedotfonl fair. Γrye bur*.
ikt J, «. %nesday of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. (teorge M. Atwood and
ITS.
Master Raymond Atwood visited relatives at I>ixfield the past week.
Harveat "«ale
Miss Hannah Kavanaugh of Albany,
Mop' L«uk' Llcteu
N. T., is at l'aris Hill for a few days.
Sew (tiMila.
Footwear
Mrs. Ε. Π. Jackson went to Bar HarW· are N.»w Healy
bor Monday morning for a week's visit
rail Lap Roi»«
with friends.
our Carpet Room.
Style au Quality
The final golf tournament of tho seaWaal·.-1.
son played
Friday and Saturday was a
» or Sale.
successful climax to a very successful
special Train.
Six couples entered so that each
season.
here and There.
pair played live matches, the prizes
being awarded according to the number
of matches won. The first prizes, a
Ttie Philadelphia Ledger especially
mug for the gentleman, and cup for the
criticises the new twenty-dollar gold
lady, were won by Mr. Charles F.
uf
view.
certificate froui an artistic point
Mathewson and Miss Marion Uallett,
the
whatever
But
twenty-dollar piece
winning all five of the matches
to they
difference
little
like
makes
look
may
them ; the second prizes, a
If the designs of the mod- played by
most of us.
cutter for the gentleman and an
est ones and twos and the satisfying fives cigar
envelope opener for the lady, were finalare such as to be approved, there is little
won by Mr. Fred Shaw and Miss Celie
ly
of
the
comsense
the
of
artistic
danger
Mills, after playing oft a tie with Mr.
mon people being frequently jarred by
Charles Shaw and Miss Clara Case.
bad currency designs.
Each pair playing five matches the score
was as follows, the last number indicatThe blowing up and sinking of one of ing remaining holes to play at end of
her best battleships, the Mikasa, with match:
GOO men, is a disaster for which Japan
Mr. Mathewson anil Mies Hallett won live
will have the sympathy of all the world, matches tn Κ up 5; 5 up 4. 1 up; 5 up 4 ami 5 up 3.
Mr. K. SIihw ami Ml*.- Mills won three matches
recent
her
not
even
excluding
possibly
In
up 1; 3 up ami 2 up 1.
Mr. C. Shaw ami Miss Case won three matches
foe, Kussia. The Japanese navy seems
to be having an experience similar to In 3 up 3; 2 up 1 anil 1 up.
Mr Case ami Miss J. Cole won two matches In
that of the United States navy during
up and 4 up 3.
the Spanish war period—its worst dis.Mr. Knickerbocker and Mrs. Brown won oue
match In 5 up 4.
asters come in time of peace.
Mr. Daniels ami Miss Brown won one match

Coming Event*.

in 1 up 1« holes.
Playing off the tie for second prize Mr. F.
Shaw anil Miss Mills beat Mr. C. Shaw anil Miss
i. ase tn 2 up 1.

That elevated railroad accident in New
York, where a car went off into the
street below, was a horrible affair; but
really one of the most remarkable things
about it is that it is the first time in the
twenty-seven years the elevated road lias
been operated that a car has gone off
into the street. Even at that the disaster was the result of the mistake or carelessness of some one—perhaps of more
than one.
The

world

do

move.

In this tournament Mr. Mathewsou
and Miss Hallett tied the mixed foursome
record by doing a round in eighteen
strokes. In a gentlemen's foursome following the tournament Mr. Mathewson
And Mr. C. Shaw, playing against Mr. F.
Shaw and Mr. Daniels, made the round
in 3-4-U-3-2, a total of 10 strokes.
the
threatening
Notwithstanding
weather, the tea given by Mrs. Snow at
the links on Saturday afternoon was a
most pleasant and successful occasion.
The winuers in the tournament were
presented with their prizes, the prizes
being given by Mr. and Mrs. Mathewson.

Mexico has
one of its

abolished the lottery, formerly
cherished institutions.

of waiters to rob the
hast Sumner.
of several prominent Boston
cafes has been discovered by the police.
Sumner vacation day» are drawing tu
In these days of big tips, the waiters α cl·»*», ami soon the rush of travel will
ought to be satisfied with that form of be outward. The »ea*>n ha* been a
graft, and not turn on their employers. record breaker fur summer κ west* at the
The next thing that we shall hear is that variou»
plaie* which we have visited.
the Pullman car porters arc rubbing the Vt the
lUoKeley I ..ike·, Farming ton and
company.
Poland
uortheru
Krankliu
County.
spring, Brunswick, Caacu t aitlc aa*l at
A |>eculiar process i· the actual brtng- the White Mountain returU, we invart«bly found a large patronage, and the
inn «' peace ,n the iar K*st' ****
report unusual success in
fvVur»»» of it ar*> almo»t unique. In the managers
fact shows not
tintt pfam the warring nation· refused to *beïr business. This
the
tucreasmg popularity of New
suspend their war operation* at all <lur only
but
also
that the times
ing the pence conference. The treaty of Knglaud resorts,
and that the desire (or
peace «It tinally formulated and signed ■xre prosperous
enlarging.
by the envoys of the two couotnee vacation days is we
fourni a well tilled
At Fabyan*
Several davs weut by. and then it «a»
on
bouse
7th, and a prospect of
to
>ept.
announced that negotiation* looking
season
into
October.
been begun by the extending the
an armiatice haul
Poland >prmg will hold many of its
commandera of the two arrnie· iu Man
churta. Several «lay* more went by, an<l £ue»t» till "November's chilling blasts'*
finally the general term* of the armistice drive them reluctantly a«ay.
Old Maine has a' cheerful future bewere announced, though it ia said that it
will retire several day· more to perfect fore ber in her increasing popular sumresorts.
mer
Λ vast amount of money
ia that
detail·. «»ne of the
is left in our state every year by these
"Maritime capture· will not be suspend
ed by the armiatice"! In other word·, tourists and visitors, and it pays to treat
while there i· a treaty of peace between them courteously.
The season of annual shows and fain»
the nation·, and there will be no more
fighting on land, the war on the »ea may is now on. and only good weather is
to ensure success. A goodiy
go on. There may be a good reason for needed
the provision, but on it* face it look» number are expressing their desire to
attend the coming fairs at South I'aris
queer.
and Canton. Doubtless the corn canning industry will detain many at hume
A man who recently handed himself in that would be
glad to attend. Well,
North Dakota left a letter stating that these annual gatherings are useful, inover thirty year· ago he murdered Lizzie structive and
pleasant in their way, and
E. (Jrombacher near Youngatown, O., should be
encouraged by a liberal patronfor which murder another man was
age.
executed, protesting hie innocence to the
On October ôth occurs the annual
last. While it is possible that the suiCongregational ladies' fair at East Sumcide's confession may be a "fake." there
ner, where useful articles of apparel
is some corroborative evidence, and it is and ornaments and a uice
supper will
true.
That
fact
won't
bring
probably
take the place of Jersey, Holstein and
the legally executed man back to life, Hereford stock at cattle fairs. It is exto
but it does furnish an instance
pected that "A1 Morse" of South Paris
strengthen the argument against capital will assist in iuakiDg ''audible grins,"
punishment. If the condemned man on that occasion.
were still alive and in prison, it might be
The Minot Packing Co.'s shops are a
possible to do him a certain fraction of busy place these days, and the pack
tardy justice by setting him free.
promises to be fine and heavy.
Frank \V. Briggs and wife are visiting
A short time since a representative relatives in the place. Mr. Briggs is a
of a Paris paper called on President native of Sumner, but for several years
Kooeevelt, and later sent to his paper a past has resided in Freeman. On their
"fake" interview with the president re- way to this place Mrs. Briggs met with
garding the peace terms. Thereupon i|uite a painful accident at Chisbolm
the president sent him a telegram tell- station by falling down some steps, causing him what he thought of him and his ing bad sprains of the ankle and wrist
action. It is rumored that the presi- which have confined her to the house.
dent intends to devote himself to literary Her injuries, while painful and of a
pursuits after the expiration cf his term natuie requiring much time for recovery,
of office, and any one who reads the tele- ire not considered serious. Mr. Briggs
of John Briggs,
gram referred to above will have no is the only surviving son
doubt that Mr. Roosevelt is still able to Esq., who died in Waltham, Mass.,
several years ago. Of the many that
write clear and vigorous English.
yeare ago bore the name of Briggs in
town, not one remains in town to-day.
The affairs of the world's fair at
are
now. after twelve
Chicago in
East Hebron.
years, pretty well closed up, but the
Business is plenteous of every kind.
existence of the corporation must be
Sweet corn is hauled to Minot.
maintained indefinitely» λη there is
Potatoes grow finely, but insects of
120,000 still on hand belonging to stockholders who can not be found. Sub- names unknown are taking their share
scribers to the stock were principally from all they can reach down to find.
A large number have cut the cabbages
Chicago people who looked on their
subscriptions as contributions, not ex- ip for their hens, but a few are feeding
pecting ever to receive anything back, hem with sawdust, hoping to save a
but a dividend of 14 1-2 per cent was :ew for the table.
Miss Clara Merrill returned from the
realized. Now many of the small stockholders have disappeared, leaving no Newiston hospital last week and is very
anxious to return
address to which their unexpected divi- :eeble. She was
lome to her friends.
dend
be sent.
Some of the Buck field scholars attend
:he Hebron school this term, the distance
The Southern Cotton Growers' Asso>eing great from their home.
ciation have decided to fix the minimum
Mrs. Cassia DeCosta goes to Cantou
price of their product from this year's lie present week to care for a friend
crop at eleven cents per pound. But with twin babies. She takes ber child
how about that? The Standard Oil Co. frith her.
can fix the price of oil at both ends of
Miss Belle DeCoeta goes away to work
the trade. The intangible Beef Trust
his week. They find plenty of work for
can do the same thing in the meat inhem.
dustry. So also is it with half a dozen
Mr. £. Lane's granddaughter, Miss
is
the
industries.
But
other "trustified"
Smith, and friend, left for Auburn last
Cotton Growers' Association so closely
iaturday.
organized that it can "fix" prices?
Mrs. L R. Hodsdon and
A

conspiracy

managers

provisions

m'^ht

er

Sir Hiram Maxim says that we "are
bound to have aerial navigation during
the first part of the present ceutury.
Flying must come." And A. Roy
Knabenehue. who is about the most
successful navigator of the air to date,
modestly admits that he has built a very
interesting plaything, and considers that
a Hying machine may yet be useful in
war but does not believe that airships
of any kind will ever be commercially
practical. Knabenshue ie probably the
nearer right of the two.

According

to Andrew Lang there are
about sixty words in the English language that have no rhyme; but the list
given in his "Rhymers' Lexicon" does
not include either "wind" (meaning a
bree/.e) or "devil," two words that have
probably caused amateur versifiers more
grief than any other two in the language,
In the case of the first named, the difficulty ia to a certain extent avoided by a
senseless form of "poetic license" which
allows it to be pronounced so as to rhyme
with "blind," but no one has ever succeeded in twisting "devil" into any combiuation of sounds which will make a
recognized rhyme with any other word.
If it could be done, current newspaper

literature might be anoh enriched.

passed

ives.
Mrs.
•assed

last week in Turner with rela-

Byron.

and James Taylor went
η Tumbledown Mt. Saturday and got a
1 ice lot of berries.
Dr. S. Taylor and wife made a brief
isit to Bridgton recently, returning by
ray of Norway Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Merriman of Errol, N.
I [., have been visiting friends in town.
Our road commissioner with a small
c rew of men has been repairing the

Young

jads, mowing bushes, etc.
Agnes and Bertha Thomas are attend'' ig high school at Ridlonville.
Dick Trask is having his house newly
L. A. Dunn ia doing the
c lapboarded.
r

ν

ork.

Thomas attended the state fair.
F. C. Cuehman ia painting the cemefc >ry fence at Roxbury.
Mrs. F. A. Dolloff of Oquoaaoc was in
t< >wn Wednesday.
Misa Florence Houghton haa returned
I
t > Massachusetts to remua· teaching.

Roy

mercury at

All verdure le wrapped In the cold Icy blast,
Yesterday's bloom Is In mourning;
So man, In reviewing the days that are past,
May view hie autumn approaching.
Gov. Long and family left town Wednesday morning for their home in Hing-

ham, and this about concludes the summer sojourners.
Ripley Tuttle, who has recently visit-

ed his son in Massachusetts, has returned.
Mrs. Walter Turner has gone to Vermont accompanied by a lady friend who
has been visiting her from that state.
Fifty tickets were sold Thursday morning for the fair via early train. Others
went later.
Buckfield Grange met Wednesday
evening after a two months' vacation.
C. II. Prince and wife are visiting their
children at Waterville. They went Friday via auto.
At the corn shop may be found a busy

place.

Carroll

Kicker, who is

very

ill

of

reported more comfortable.
Mary Hall is reported ill in Port-

typhoid,

is

Mrs.
where she and sister, Miss Ardelia

land,

Prince,

are

visiting.

Horace Murch is about moving into
his new house.
Prone to look upon the dark side, on
Friday morning when I recorded my
lament I thought all vegetation was
ruined, but later we find it not so bad.
Dr. and Mrs. Ulrich of Philadelphia
have returned from the lakes and are
visiting Mrs. Ulrich's parents, Mr. and

West Paris.
Misa Jennie Pierce of New Tork Is
visiting Mrs. Elva S. Locke.
Re*· F. JE. Barton will preach here for
the Universalist society the second Sunday in October, the 8th, instead of the
first Sunday as usual.
Albert L. Bowker has finished clerking for P. D. Small. Mr. and Mrs.
Bowker have moved to Bryant's Pond,
where be has work in the mill.
Henry Swan of Greenwood has moved
into the lower rent of the house formerly occupied by Mrs. Emogene Cushman.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Porter of Boston

spending a

They

were so

LARGEST

THE

AND

BACK

ENTRIES

EVEB,

EVERYTHING PROMISING.

F Air week !

Unless bad weather interferes (and of
everybody hopes for three good
days), the Oxford County fair will be
held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of this week.
Everything looks bright for a good
fair. The entries for the races closed
last Tuesday and the list Is the longest
ever made up for this fair.
Seventyher five horses, including a big lot of g*>°d
ones, are entered for the races of the

vacation here.
Mrs. Allen has been visiting
Mrs.
W. H. Pratt.
daughter,
Mrs. J. L. Marshall is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Harold Gerrisb, at Lisbon.
Ellsworth Curtis and Wirt McKenney
are attending Paris High School.
Kev. E. A. Davis, Baptist State Missionary, will preach at tbe Free Baptist
church Sunday morning, Sept. 24. It
lias been some time since Mr. Davis bas
beon here and he being a very busy man
it is uncertain when he can come again.
All come who can. He will be sure to
have somo good message for the people.
Quartette music expected.
Mrs. Wooster and her daughter, Mrs.
G. E. Marsh, guests of Mr. and Mrs. B.
F. Bates, tbe past week, bave returned
to their home in New Haven, Conn.
are

And Now for the Pair.

favorably impressed

with

the views and beauty of West Paris village that we are looking forward to another visit from them in the near future.

Bethel.

course

three days.
An attractive feature of the fair will
be the well known horse Roan Wilkes,
with a pacing race record of 2:04 3-4, exhibited by G. W. Gerow of Yarmouth..

He will be given

ville.

an

exhibition

mile to beat 2:15. (The track record is
2.19 1-4.)
Four granges at least are already entered for the grange exhibit in the upper hall—Norway,
Paris, Frederick
Robie, and Bear Mountain—and some
of theui are well along with the preparation of their space in the hall.
Train arrangements are the best ever
made. On the second and third daye of
the fair, a special train will leave Portland at 7:45 A. m., arriving here at 9:30.
At 6 p. m. of those same days epecial
trains will leave South Paris going east
On
to Portland and west to Berlin.
Wednesday a epecial train will leave
Rumford Falls at 7:30 A. m., connecting
at Mechanic Falls with the special from
This
Portland on the Grand Trunk.

Rev. I. Luce occupied the pulpit of
the Congregational church last Sabbath
In the gives people over a wide territory a
m the absence of the pastor.
chance to spend a full day at the
evening a union service was held in the
Mrs. T. H. Lunt.
at a reasonable hour in the
Wm. C. Spaulding aud daughter re- M. L·. church in the interest of the Civic starting
League. Mr. Luce is well known morning and getting home early in the
turned home Friday.
brough his lectures and bis address was evening.
The year's crops have been good, ana
Greenwood.
an earnest appeal for righteousness. Mrs
there is every reason to expect a good
Sweet corn harvest ended here, but Schoonover rendered a solo most pleasshow of them.
not through the neighborhood.
Report ingly.
The entries for the races are as folThe remains of Maj. G. A. Hastings
says it is cutting heavily and giving
Beans pulled, all arrived Sunday morning accompanied bv lows:
good satisfaction.
FIRST OAT.
ready to stack and not a spot of rust his son, T. F. Hastings, and wife. Fufound on them; planted the middle of neral services were held at his late resi2 50 CLASS, TROT AND PACK. PURSK #100.
June and matured in just three months. dence on Broad Street, Rev. A. D. ColK.C. At wood, Andover, chm. Logic, by Ax·
Potatoes ripe and mealy, and not the sop, pastor of the Universalist church,
South Paris, g g. Frleco, by Fran
first indication of rot to date, although officiating. A large number of friends C.
the
reported otherwise in some places. and neighbors were present and
J.
Portland, bm.Relna WUkee, by
Apples date back to last year, when floral offerings bore abundant testimony
there was an over-production of them— to the loving sympathy of friends. Maj. P.
Fall·, fh κ Iaamllla·,
by Alavola.
then so many, in fact, that they didn't Hastings has been so identified with the
ch m. Maud Nutrai,
K.
Η.
Whlttcmore,
Auburn,
will
be
Bethel
he
greatly
know what to do with them and so let interests of
missed by the whole community.
K.
Moncton. Ν Β
them rot on the ground.
It »· Roaamond
Rev. C. N. Gleason has been spending J. A. Twaddle, Bethel, ch m. Battella. by
There has beeu a marked increase of
Aurora.
in
York.
week
New
the
in
and
both
wild animals,
small,
large
Α. II. Allen, Windham Center, b g. Gordo· CKuby Lanrer, one of the teachers C. A. Smith, Portland, b g Togo, by Alcander.
recent years, especially the latter, deword
Sun- A. A. Hall, Gray, Electrician.
received
Gould
in
season:
less
corn
Academy,
or
more
every
stroying
je il. wilkln*on,Groreton, Ν. II., Bed Elm Boy,
and where did they come from? In my day of the critical illness of her father at
by Be«I Elm.
in Augusta, where she went I.. A. Bartlett, Belfrade, blk ». Cremona l«y
home
Ins
were
the
cornfields
hardly
boyhood days
Wllkee.
ever troubled, except by the crows in Monday morning.
The many friends of Mrs. Hiram bean
the spring, while coons and hedgehogs
2 JO CLAM, Τ EOT A!«l> PAC*. PI ME |3"«
im
were seldom seen or heard of, although are pleased to hear of her rapid
F. O. Walker, Rumford Fall·, b m. l*lla W like·,
provemeui in the Central Maine General
skunks were more common.
Ιιτ AW· lay one
Foxes were scarce, and only one bear Hospital.
R. G Dunn, I an ton, blk a. l>eak, by Elder
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Whitney have just
Boo···
was
killed in town during the li)tb
K. C. At wood, A adorer, ch m AIV*. by Alyi»*er
century to my knowledge. The deer, returned from an automobile trip Κ C. Atwood. Andow. br ·. Aiai, by A«
BethleDixville
Notch,
unknown in through Errol,
now so common, was then
these parts; while dear» were plentiful hem, ( raw ford House and returned by P. % Utiteield, Rumfonl Kail·, b ·. Sunlight,
by Haley
home
the
of
Lancaster
there
returning
way
and could be caught at any time,
H S Ma-tine·, Jiewrr ( orner.br t orphan
Wllke·. by Ablmtt Wllk··
being no closed season. Another thing Thursday.
Miss Cora Farwell is to resume her H. S llartlng·. Sewry Coraer, b g. Alelaymoat.
in connection with this mystery is the
by Alclayone
fact that there were very few hunters in studies in Colby College this year.
W Β Stone. Unll. b m Gladl· Belle
A good delegation liave been attendidg (. M Muart. Wert
those days compared with the preseut
Gray, b g Little «ittmmer, by
Hariri Wtike·
time, thus giving the game a much the State Fair in Lewiston.
M
C.
Wert
Muart.
Gray, bm Fair Nancy, by
Thursday night a heavy frost visited
better chance to multiply in those days
Ruliert Mriirefor
And still it multiplie» this vicinity and tbe vines were all
than at pre»eut.
I W Pottle, Portland, b m. Winnie Wllkee. by
Wiike·.
in spite of all the improved firearms and ^ned in the fields and gardens. On the
It II B'-lx*. Rumford Fa'!«, b w> Ruby « like·,
low lands tbe corn crop suffered con
other facilities for killing it off.
St. CrotX.
by
been
The
has
running Kii.rne PearauR,
shop
Let's see, did it rain last Sunday? If siderably.
l<ew1rt»n, ro g Iran, by Wert
IMt.
our memory is correct it didn't; but at full capacity for a few days and part
G·-,
Uwlrt-.n,
lionnallle,
g g Joe Hodge, by
of
tbe
night.
then such signs are liable to fail in dry
Croix.
the
Rpworth t BSt Hideout,
evening
Thursday
time·, in common with other sign»
Mon· toe, V Β b m >amyt»ray
•οι.
League held a "corn roast social" near
generally.
ν J
bg Pr Eeene^
To ask questions is said to be a Yankee < hap nun and Mason Street*. A most Ν J Κι.«·. Cornl«h.
Ko-«, ( ornUh rli g l'otnter Pat-lien
prerogative; and it is quite possible that pl»*a*ant evening was spent roasting R 1». Walte, l^wl«U>n. I»r. Clay.
C. II
has asked who Charles J. '■'•rn, telling stories and in social chat.
«ome one
Allen, Wledham Center, b in. lalry
WUke·.
Mr. and Mrs. ( he*ter Wheeler occupy
Bonaparte, the present secretary of the
M
I
M
lb·hell, Portland, l>nd«e.
Mrs. A. M. Farwell's house on High
uavy, is, or whether he is related to the
C. A *mlth, Portland, Burmah.
Street.
H
C.
I,
during
who,
Portland. Dick W.
Regan,
great (little) Napoleon
\ \ Hall, tiray. Marguerite.
the last century changed tbe map of
Ε y Bn>wn. «roTeton. Ν. H., bm. Lady Mad
CU
lead.
Europe more frequently than any one
ellne, by Pranklln.
Ε. T. Pea body went to Uwiston to I.. A Bartlett, Belgrade, b g. Harry Miller, by
else ever did, or probably ever will.
Wilke*.
fair
state
the
Wednesday.
There were five brothers !n the BonaMrs. .Iiilia I'arender and daughter L. A Bartlett, Belgrade, ch m. Neleonltt. by
parte family—Joseph. Vapoleon, I.ucien.
I <ouis and Jerome; tbe latter being the Salome from New \ <>rk are stopping at F. li
South Pari·, blk g. Elit· Boone, by
Rlilcr Boone.
grandfather of the present secretary, ( lovrrdale Farm for a week or more.
F. It. Fogg, South Parle, ch g. Bump, by Albo.
and
Edith
Mrs.
r,lrtis
is Charles Jerome
whose full name
■ι
Koober of Norway were guests of E. R
SECOND DAT.
Bonaparte.
Tbe father of these sons spelled his Hennett and family the first of the week.
2:40 CLASS, THOT. I'L'KMK $125.
.Mrs. J M. Newell returned from Cariname Buonaparte: and the u wm first
K.C. Atwooil, Andover, ch m. Logic, bv Axdropped by Napoleoo, so as to make the bou Sunday.
worthy.
Services will be held in tbe church
uarne more simple; that much at least
°?βΓ· Hanover, b m. Flora B., by
""ÎI..?·
•
I'lillllpe.
very Sunday at 2:30 ι», m. until further
to his credit.
South Parie, g g. Frisco, by FranC.
Buck,
Guy
notice.
Sabbath
School
immediately
And now for a few lines of local hiscisco.
"*
ch m· B,lna H·· b* Trot
tory. lu IsHO we attended the Baptist after service.
II. P. Wheeler went to Lewiston to
association at West Sumner, our home
F. H wiggln, Lcwleton, bra. Maud, by Harstate
fair.
the
with
Seth
I)ea.
session
being
«luring the
binger.
Stetson. Ten years later. 1S!H>, we were
P. A. Jordan, Mechanic Falls, ch g. Isamlllan,
■ ai« αιιι·
on
a
similar occasion, our
there again
by Alavola.
On Sept. 15th there was a heavy frost Geo Bonnallle, Lcwleton, b g. Boynton, by
Dome men Demi; witn uea. .Moses uow;
Robinson I).
the late Rev. S. 1). Richardsoo of He- with thermometer at 34.
F. B. Hideout, Moncton, N. B., g in. Rosamond.
Mr. T. Franklin
Currier, assistant R. O. .Jontan, Buckfleld, ch m. Nona, by Alclay·
bron stopping at the same place. This
one.
of Harvard College, is boarding
year, 15 yearn later, the association was librarian
.J. A. Twaddle, Bethel, ch ni. Bartella, bv
there a^ain, and our desire was to be at Eli C. Wadeworth's cottage. Among
Aurora
is
C.
other
boarders
Madame
Augusta
C. A. Smith, Portland, b g. Togo, by Alcander.
there also; but duty before pleasure is
A. Ilall, Gray, Electrician.
our motto, and ho remained at home and Von Hatzfeld of Hampton, Va., who A.
L. C. Sulller, Mechanic Falls, ch g. Jim Nelson,
the
of
a
German
baron.
was
daughter
labored in the field.
by Nelson.
On Thursday evening the Universalist
The farm that the late Capt. G. M.
Falls, Alavolo.
Ϊί'.',','ϊ®0' Mechanic
ίΙ·
£'
fair
and
held
a
Circle
u">veton, Ν. H., Red Elm Boy.
pleasant
profitable
Small occupied was situated not far
V^,,H,5^on·
»
Red Kim.
by
the
at
Hal).
in
Dow's.
One
Grange
from Dea. Moses
night
Philip H- Doyen, Portland, b s. Cant. Wcstland.
Mr. Eben N. Fox of Lovell was in
by W estland.
July, ISÎH), the house and adjoining
town Tuesday on business.
R*
South 1>arii· l> »· Prince
burned
were
by lightning,
buildings
Wilkes, bv 8t. Croix.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Burbank of
while a large barn standing some disr. L. Sturbirri, South Parle, b m. Dalay, by
3 AI.
Boston are boarding at Asa B. Kimball's.
tance away escaped the flames.
clayone.
The road commissioner has used about
Capt. Small's youngest sod, Daniel D.,
2-W CI.ASH, TKOT AN1> PACK. t'UESK $200.
married Dea. Dow's youngest daughter twenty rods of heavy stone wall in filling
for his first wife, and was living with the washout near the Andrew R. Buck- W. E. Knapp, Riley, g g. Farmer Boy, by Black
Rolre.
his parents when burned out. Àfter nell hill.
R. G. Dunn, Canton, b g. Paul Boone, by Elder
Mr. Herbert Spring of Boston is visitBoone.
losing their home they came to her
L. A. Abbott, Gllbertville, b m. Lady Joscithene.
father's and were stopping there at the ing his father, Mr. Marshall Spring.
by Ilex.
time of the association above meotiooed.
K
Γ*"®' Γ° K' Qael,Kbt.
Lovell.
Should the questioo be asked where
Mr. Richardson,
Kev.
Dea. StetsoD,
Corncr·b
g' FΓe,, s··
Charlotte Ilobbs has gone to Rumford
Capt. Small or Mrs. Daniel Small are Falls to teach school.
Alvln mown,
Major M.,
Gloucester.bg.
Upper
to-day, it could be answered in three
The following have gone to attend the
by Gen. Mack.
C.
8outh
b
m. Connie, by Albo.
there.
over
Buck,
Paris,
Guy
words—gooe
fall term of high schools and academies:
Lovell,b *· E,w,n L b7 Venl
Gerome Volk, Carl Farnham, George
vicl
Hebron.
W.
B.
br h. Dr. Ide, by Trouvolr
Burr
Lila
Stone,
Lovell,
Kimball,
Garland,
Garland,
The fall term of the academy opeoed
Ruth Kimball, Carrie E. Chapman, Olive W. B.Stone, Lovell, b m. Gladls Belle.
B.
b
Ira
m. Cassandra, by Edgar
a
atwith
Caseo,
6
Page,
12th,
large
Tuesday, Sept,
Benton, Bessie Knight, Lester Walker,
Simmons.
tendance. Many boys who wished to
to Fryeburg
J. A. Brooke Portland, b m. Relna Wilkes, by
Horr,
Academy;
Virgie
come have been turned away as all rooms
Ocean Wilkes.
Kalpb Charles and Grace Plummer to G. W.
are full.
Gcrow, Yarmouthvllle, b m. Maybe, by
North Bridgton; Leola Noyes, Lee AnWilkes.
Mr. Augustus Burnpus is
gainiog drews and Josephine B. Stearns to Nor- I. W.Charter
Pottle, Portland, b m. Vendetta, by Ear·

f&jji

GuyrtBuck,
A^Itrook».
A^onUn.^Mcchanlc
B.yiU<1Ueout,

^.'8S

black-1

w

_

_

Vogg.

_

V* A,bbie

°Éarly Dawnllmf0r<l

FreBayard^riSeTry
J^"®'

slowly.

Mrs. Joseph Marshall and her son from
Massachusetts have been visiting relatives here.
Miss McCann, who has been visiting
her sister, Mrs. Ralph Whitney, returned
to her home in New York Saturday.
Mrs. £. B. Turner, of East Otisfield,
has been with Miss Tripp for a few days.
J. F. Moody, Jr., is teaching id the
Phillips High School aod Ira M. Bearce,
former priDcipal, has a position in the
University of Maine, where he graduated
last year.
The district schools are all in session
now.

Mrs. U. A. Cuehmao aod Miss Daisy
Cuehmanare at A. M. Richardson's.
Oxford.
Miss Heloiee Hersey of Boston, who
has been spending the summer in Europe,
is expected to return Sept. 24th.
Mrs. Wilder Read and Miss Helen Carman of Boston are visiting relatives
here.
Mr. W. R. Farris is improving.
The corn factory is in operation and
the corn is being ordered in. It is
thought the crop will be very good.
The Oxford Spring House and Lake
View House are well filled with guests.

Brownfleld.
A cold wave

granddaugh- day.

Ellen Bean of North Auburn
last Sunday with her former
teighbor, Mrs. T. L. Rogers.
Mr. Frank Pierce has a cider mill in
rder, and we can have boiled apple
as
auce
formerly, if we find apples
nough on our trees to till our kettle.
A. S.

Friday morning, Sept. 15,
degrees and below.

The blackness of darkness 1b over the land,
With a pall the earth's enshrouded ;
The north wind has come at Boreas' command ;
Alae, all nature Is beclouded.

THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

ATWOOD

Buckfleld.

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

ESTABLISHED IsSH.

Wednesday

and Thurs-

by buying

nie Wilkes.
W. B. Stone, Lovell, br. g. San Telmo,
C. M. Stuart, Weft Gray, b.g. Little

and

The management of
Manufacturing Company

announced

an

Edwards
Augusta has SrorNTT

tbe
at

increase of

wages on a

sliding scale. There are one thousand
employes and tbe advance is participated
in by all hands.

in good condition with Electric Rittors.
S. A. Brown, of Bennettsville. S. C.,
says: '"For years, my wife raftered intensely from dyspepsia, complicated
with a torpid liver, until she lost her
strength and vigor, and became a mere
wreck of her former self. Then she
tried Electric Bitters, which helped her
at once, and finally made her entirely
well. She is now strong and healthy."
F. A. Shurtleff A Co., druggists. South
Taris, West Paris; sells and guarantees
them, at 50c a bottle.
James Hooper, aged about :t0, was
drowned in Belgrade stream Sunday by
falling from a boat. The young man
was employed at the Kandall saw mill at

Belgrade Depot.

ha?e|

Boar!

*T.iTE OF

successively

of

I

and beaten, in a labor riot, until covered
with sore*, a Chicago street car conductor applied Bucklen's Arnica Salve, and

sound and well. "I use it in
my family," writes G. J. Welch, of Tekonsha, Mich., "and find it perfect."
Simply great for cute and bums. Only
25c. at F. A. Shurtleff & C'o's., drug
soon

was

store, South Parie, West Paris.

Elmer E. Keyes, acquitted at Bangor
of the murder of his wife, because of insanity, has been committed to the Eastern Maine Insane Hospital.
uui

urt

υηί,ΛΓ.

He may well think, be bas got

IT
cheap, who, after having contracted
constipation or indigestion, is still able
to perfectly restore his health. Nothing
will do this but Dr. King's New Life
Pills. A quick, pleasant, and certain
cure for headache, constipation, etc.
25c at F. A. Shurt letT & Co.'h. drug store,
South Paris, West Paris. Guaranteed.
ο

Glasses on weekly payments.
Parmenter. Read my ad.

O. K.

I)r.

of draft, amount
work, my
Ο. K. Swivel Plow

For

ease

quality

of

Ε. N.

Sept.

Tent

for

MAIftE.

ized"

DAT.

plenty

eon.

L^Abbott,

3·

Gllbertville, b.

ω.

Lady Josephine, |

m

PhlUlpe.

'·

NH·· "■«· ™a- "

J. Gay

V.

Buck, South
Lovell, b.g. KlwlnL.,

Boston·,

\»y

Veni|

B. Stone, Lovell. br. h. Dr. Ide, by Trouvoln.
JT.
t. L. Kimball, Poland, eh. m. Edna H., by Trot-

wood.
Β. Page, Caaco, Caaco Simmons, by Kdnr
*
Slmmons.
ι* B.
Casoo, b. g. Alberts., by William

r»

Pap,

\ *AÔmï%ÎiÎtiand'
L

b.n.R«» WilkM, by

I

am

selling

H. B. rosier,

Ladies'
For

look them

MAINE.

they

that

Telephone

o'clock,

is said to bo the

largest and

terns in

New line of Fall and

Furs, $1.50

prices right.

$24.00.

to

Latest

before

are new

and great

value.

Come in anil

buying.

LUISTT,

M.

St., Norway

136 Main

18-4

PARIS

Optician.

Best Work and Lowest Prices.

REFRIGERATOR

the

and

fine line of STYLISH AND UP-TO-

S. RICHARDS,

'05.

have ever had.

tilled

a

SOUTH

The upper hall will be entirely dovoted
to the Oranges of which there are to bo
The trotting
five different exhibits.
been

over

L.

County

best exhibit of farm products, neat
stock and hall exhibit that has ever
been held by this society. There has
already been the largest entry of stock

Granges

all Colors,

bons, Neckwear, all these lines

AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY

and

Coats,

Winter

Ε. H. PIKE,

20, 2i,

Store.

=

Novelties in Waists, 50c. to $7.00. Our Skirts are the best for $5.00 that
can be found in town.
Underwear, Hosiery, Wrappers, Corsets, Rib-

any elation.

The Oxford

FALL TRADE with

our

DATE READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS.

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered at

WEST PARIS,

Specialty

-

WE ARE NOW READY

HILL

BE

NOI.II

FIRST

AT

«WT

TA

CUSTOMER.

best

ever seen.
HPECIAL

One Second-Hand

THAIXS

will be run from Portland, Lewiston,
and Itumford Falls to arrive at South
Paris at 0:30 a. m., and leave South
Parie for these

places

3-BURNER GASOLINE STOVE.

at 0:00 o'clock.

OVEN ATTACHED, ALL IN GOOD REl'AIR.

Everybody wants to visit THE
OXFORD COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY THIS YEAR.
W. J. WHEELER, Pres.
W. 0. FROTHINGUAM, Sec.

CALL AND GET PRICE ON SAME.

A

j

j

JLJlTÏ VyOSl

Room

Mrs.

given day

or

jy

WILL BE SOLD AT

Teacher.
Reasonable rates.

Parmenter, Piano Instructor.
or

leave order

at

Dr. Parmenter's

Optical Office, Norway.

ALL STYLES
*****

OF

GLASSES

,

On

Easy Weekly Payments

DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER. Eye Specialist.

some

JAMES N. FAVOR,

SCALES.

evening.

Bolster & Co.

Fanoy Plush Robes from $3.60 to $7.60.

·

PLATFORM

COST—OR CHEAPER.

Music
Piano lessons

Write

large assortment of handsome pat-

ι

South Paris, Maine.

Mats, Stove Hats and all

MAINE.

SET 600-POUNI)

ft

J. P. Richardson,

It

Lap Robes.
a

190; by
Hit: SchatTner c" Mir*

Copyright

Norway.

PEELED PULPWOOD.

into its Fall Dress.

Robe for $2.60. I have

ether

any

We
have
of clothe· from

extremely »S\li»h looking. We have priced
them right and make
one
price to all.

Wanted.

bargains in Single Green and Brown
Paris,b. m. Connie, by Albo. I Pluah Robes for $1.50. ▲ heavy Double Green and Black Plush

GuyBuck, South Parts, g. g. Frisco, by Fran-1

•♦mercer-

days

PARIS,

Fall

E.C. Atwood, Andover, ch. m. Logic, by Axι
worthy
ïai£T IC-Dyer, Hanover, b.m. riora B., by

«juality—

•uitM and overcoat· are

Squares, Carpet Sized Rugs, Mud

•OUTEC

and

other good maker· to
•how you. The new

conat ««me
their wltne»«e· will he lia
»urh
venient
place In the vicinity and
la
the
taken
measure·
premise·
.«her
ΑβΊ
a» the commissioners shall judge proper.
It Is further orukkkh, that notice of the time,
place and iiurpooe of the commissioner·' meeting
afore«ald lie given to all pereons and corpora
tlons Interested, by causing attested copies of
said |ietltlon, and of thl· or 1er thereon, to lie
serve·! upon the clerk of the town of Km kflold,
aforeoald, and also posted un In three puldtr
weeks
p laces In said town, and published three
successively In tlie Oxford IVmocrat, a newsOx
of
In
said
at
County
Paris,
|ia|ier printed
fori, the first of said publications, and each
of the other notices, to lie made, nerved and
before said time of
(losted, at least thlrtv
meeting, to the end tfiat all persons and corpora
tlons may then and there a|»|iear and shew cause.
If any they have, why the prayer of «aid pctl
tloncrs should not be granted.
ATTKST -CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said iictltlon and order of court
thereon.
ATTEST-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

Carpet

Dayton

N.

you

; no

nor

cotton.

Carpet Room Sundries.

PUKSK, $125,
Nelson, by Nel-

fttyle

all wool

•emdon, 1M.
ΓΡΟΝ the foregoing hMn, «all·factory evl
ience having l«en mteWed thai the petitioner»
are rrs|>on*llile, and that Inquiry Int.· the merlu
of tbelr application Wex |»-tlent. IT ItOllHilltli,

all

Mats, Rubber Mats,

sure

Hart, Schatfner \
Marx clothe· are noted

classes have
I have for sale a new tent, made of
grounds are in better condition than
nice heavy duck. Size 14 χ 28 feet.
ever before.
Apply to
HARRY DUDLEY,
ΊΊχο Baby Show,
Buckfield.
commencing Tuesday, Sept. 10th, at 1

getting

clothe*

pay for.

OXFORD, M.
ouaty lomralselonera, aeptrmier

Sept. 19,

Apply

buy

here you may 1*
of getting what

Electric care pass the grounds every 1ft
in
minutes from South Paris to Norway.
This is expected to be the largest and

Strayed.

F. W. FAUNC'E, Salesman.

SWETT, Manager.

When you

and Paris and Norway,

for Sale.

NORWAY, MAINE.

■

Style and
Quality.

Will hold their Sixty-Third Annual Exgrounds between South

II, 1905.

Carpets,

THIBD

$1.99.

Tolophono 118>8.

hibition on their

will match any level land plow
the market, Sizes Being Equal.
My Ο. K. level land plows and
the Hersey or Paris plows do large
and fine work for size of plows.
Buy the above plows and get the
best. Manufactured by F. C. MERRILL, South Paris, Maine.

BLOCK,

IN OPERA HOUSE

has all kinds of Floor Covers.

2:35 CLASS, TKOT AMD PACK.
r. L. Barrett, Barrett, b. g. Bob

$1.25.

buy

STORE,

SMILEY SHOE

In the

or

ATTACKED BY A MOB

KU8We6et!rSdr*UU'

Philips

three weeks

that the I ountr < om ml ««toner* meet at the
ARE YOU ENGAGED?
house of Onwlijr Warren In »ald HurkkM. ■*
Engaged people should remember, Thursday, October I·, IMA, at tm of the
can
lock, A. M, and then»* μ ringed to view the
that, after marriage, many <|uarrels
In «aid petition, Immedlatrlr
be avoided, by keeping their digestions route mentioned
after which view a hearing of the partir· and

Is

Coogregatiooai

i<ubllshed

by Arlon. Oxford Democrat, a newspaper prtnteu at Paris
Glimmer, In said County of Oxford, the llrst of said
by Bayard Wilkes.
publications, and each of the other notices, to be
b.
m.
Fair
C. M.Stuart, West Gray,
Nancy, by made, served and posted, at least thirty days beRobt. McGregor.
fore said time of meeting, to the end that all
H. S. Coburn, Lewlston, ch. g. Mllo S., by Re- persons and corporations may then and there
ward Jr.
appear and show cause, If any they have, why
I. W. Pottle, Portland, b. m. Winnie Wilkes, by the prayer of said petitioners should not be
Wilkes.
granted.
F. B. Rldeout, Moncton, N. B., ro. m. Lady My.
AttestCHAULES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
N. J. Foes, Cornish, b. g. Dr. Keenc.
A true copy of said Petition and Order of
N. J. Foes, Cornish, ch. g. Pointer Patchcn.
Court thereon.
R. D. Walte, Lewlston, Dr. Clay.
ATTEST :-CH A BLES F. WIIITM A N, Clerk.
C. M. Mitchell, Portland, Dodge by Klngwood.
in.
MadeE. F. Brown, Grovetofl^N. Π., d.
Lady
To the Hon. Boanl of County Commissioners for
line by Franklin.
the County of Oxfonl :
We, the undersigned, Selectmen of the town of
LIKE FINDING MONEY.
liuckfleld, respectfully represent that common
and necessity require that an alter
Findiug health is like finding money convenience
lie made In the highway loading from
who are sick. When atlon
—bo think those
Buckfleld village to Paris ΠΙ11, as follows: Comyou have a cough, cold, sore throat, or mencing at a point In the center of the highway
house
oiieet irritation, better act promptly at the foot of the hill near the dwelling thence
Omb]f Warren In said Bucklleld,
like W. C. Barber, of Sandy Level, Va. Of
liv the mn«t feasible route on the southerly side
He says: "I had a terrible chest trouble, of said hill to a point In the center of the old
caused by smoke and coal dust on my highway where the road leading by Welistrr
Maxim's Intersect» the same
lungs; but after finding no relief in
Also to discontinue that part of the old highother remedies, I was cured by I)r. way above name I which Het lirtwren the iiolnto
named ait the lieglunlng and end of u!<l new
for
New
Consumption,
Discovery
King's
location
Coughs and Colds." Greatest sale of
Buckfleld, Sept. 1. lise
) Selectmen
li r iKIHII,
any cough or lung medicine in the world.
of
ELLIS WHITMAN,!
At F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'·, Drug MoT*
) Bucklleld
South l'aria, West Paris; 50c and *1.00;
guaranteed. Trial bottle fiee.

Our

"ias1

place

TRUNKS

good

Γ. B. Fogg, South Paris, ch. g. Bump, by Albo.

$3.00,

$3.50 RUSSET OXFORDS $2.50.
WOMEN'S $3.00 RUSSET

For Sale.

^Bartlett,

$1.25.

4,

Evangeline
yourself

tbyIThe*Seer,UCkfleIt1,

Free Will Baptist Quarterly Meeting at
Merrill's Corner this week.
A minister from Worcester, Mass.,
supplied the pulpit at the Congregational
church last Sunday.
Mr. Alphonso Hilton of Denmark was
in town recently on business.
Ernest L. Frink of Portland made a
short visit to his old home.
Will Boynton has moved from this village and is now working in Boston. His
wife is visiting her mother, Mrs. Eaton,
for a few days, in Conway, Ν. H., then from the husking shed into the cutting
room at the shop Friday.
will join her huebaod in Boston.
Mr. Albert Johosoa has bought the
Newry.
Dr. Gatchell buildings in this village.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Walker of North
East Brownfleld.
Newry are receiving congratulations on
Miss Isabel H. Stickney has returned the birth of a little daughter, born Sept.
home from Hamptoo, Ν. H.
9th, weight 8 pounds.
Circle met at Mrs.
The
A heavy frost in this section Sept.
week.
last
Hannah Stickney's
L4th.
The Congregational church intends to
Merton Holt and Fred Bailey are
extend a call to Rev. Mr. Tarr of Rock- threshing in town.
A. C. Littlehale, wife and daughter,
port, Mass.
Mm. Edna Boynton, after a painful ittended the Wing reunion at
illnee·, passed away last Thursday.
recently.
W. D. Kilgore has been quite ill with
Through mistake it was reported last
week that the Leavitt cottage was closed. ; ι severe cold of late.
I
later arrangements, the family decidMrs. Otis Baker and children
ed to stay a while longer.
] •etnrned to Lawrence, Mass., after at
€
C. E. Stetson and J. L. Rowe attend- < risit of three weeks at J. S. Allen's.
In
last
Hiram
entertainment
»d an
Mr. and Mrs, Horace Foster of Bethell
rlsited at I. B. Knapp's lût Sabbath.
rhuraday evening.

By

For
$3.«SO
4,

spring

Waffle,

Kinds,

More Goods,
More Styles
history

way High School.
Auburn, ch m. Maud Nutral.
Mr. Joseph Bassett still remains very
byNutral.
A
lamb, white, with a slit
sick, and owing to his advanced age the E" V" SûDt' P°rth"»l. ch K- Sprague Nutwood,
by Prince Nutwood.
chances are against his recovery.
the left ear, if found please notify
in
g W' Belva Sorccrese,
The most of the summer visitors have
and receive reward.
returned to the city.
C.A.Smith, Portland, bike. Julian, by Victor
Ε. B. CURTIS & CO.
Patcnen.
A fireproof vault is being built at the
S. C. Regan, Portland, Dick W.
town house.
A. A. Ha", Gray, Marguerite.
1. M Richardson, Littleton, N. H., b m. Marchmont, bv Cardinal Wilkes.
East Bethel.
Degrade, blk s. Cremona, by
House of 8 rooms, stable and two
Wilkee.
Mr. Irving Kimball returned home to
All in
acres of land, fruit trees, etc.
2."23 CLASS, TROT AND PACK. PURSE, $200.
Boston the 10th. Mrs. Kimball returns
to
condition.
later.
F. O. Walker, Rumford Falls, b. m. Leila Wilkes.
F. A. TAYLOR,
Miss Amy Bartlett is teaching echool
by Alclay mont.
**· ^ ^a'ker· Rumford Falls, ro. g. Gaslight
8
Buckfield, Me.
at South Rumford.
by Early Dawn.
Mr. Lester Bean is teaching in Prince- K. C. Atwood, Andover, ch. m. Alice, by Alclay·
ton, Maine.
Miss Lulu Bean of Massachusetts is K. C. Atwood, Andover, br. s. Ajax, by Αχ.
worth y
visiting relatives here.
P. E. Llttlelleld, Rumford Falls, b. s. Sunlight,
6
Mr. and Mrs. F. Blake from Milan,
by Haley.
P
Ν. H., visited relatives here last week. H. 8. Hastings, Newry Corner, br. g. Oruhan
Wilkes, by A bboU Wilkes.
Mrs. Charles Bryant is visiting relatives H. 8. Hastings,
Newry Corner, b. g. Alclaymont,
in I'otland.
by Alclay one.
b.m. Gladls Belle.
W.
B.
Stone,
Lovell,
Mr. Leon Bartlett and eister, Mies NelC.M-Stuart, West Gray, b.m. Fair Nancy, by
lie, of Phillips, accompanied by friends,
Robert McGregor.
called on relatives here the 10th.
R. G. Dunn, Canton, b. g. Paul Boone, by Elder
Hooue.
Mrs. Olive M. Bartlett died at her
Gerow, YarmouthvHIe, b.m.Maybe, by
home in East Bethel Friday morning, G.W.
Charter Wilkes.
Portland, b. h. Platka, Jr., by
Sept. 15th, at the age of 75 years and ϋ '·
months. Mrs. Bartlett suffered a stroke
Β. H. Biebee, Rumford Falls, b. m. Ruby Wilkes 11
of paralysis the 8th, and was unconscious
✓
by St. Croix.
until the last.
Funeral eervicee were
Lewleton· ro· β· Ivan· br
held at the church Sunday afternoon at
F. B. Hideout, Moncton, Ν. B., b.m. Nancy Grayone o'clock.
Art
E"
PSrtiand,,ch· K- Sprague Nutwood,'1I
T"
Prince Nutwood.
by ïû.nt·
Denmark.
N. J. Fobs, Cornish, b. g. Dr. Keene.
Wire
i: E2m· Co,rnl,.h. ch. g. Pointer Patctaen.
A heavy frost in this section Thursday S·
R. D. Walte, Lewleton, Elsie Lemone.
night, 14th, is making bueiness lively at R. D. Walte, Lewltton, Dr. Clay.
b.
I
w,nt,ham
m.
A*
Center,
Fairy
the corn shop.
m£llen'
wilkoe.
The Portland Star Match Co. have
C. A. Smith, Portland, b.g. finrmab, byAlcanof
Mr. Freeman
purchased the farm
9. C. Regan, Portland, Dick W.
Berry, the Bean farm so called.
Belgrade, b.g. Harry Miller, by
About 150 people, young and old, are L.
earning their five cents a basket at the L. A. Bartlett, Belgrade, ch. m. Nelsonlta, by
Nelson.
corn shop husking corn.
Irving Ingalls
p""·wt «· ■»· ■""· »
and brother wheeled 907 baskets of corn '■
mei.
II. K. Whlttemore,

Footwear Footwear,

Footwear

Η. Κ. Whlttemore, Auburn, ch. m. Maud Nutral, To the Hon. Board of County: CommUalonera
for the County of Oxford
by Nutral.
of
We, the undersigned, selectmen of the town
F. B. Rldeout, Moncton, Ν. B., g. m. Rosamond.
AlParle,
m.
eh.
respectfully represent that your honorable
Β. O. Jordan, Buckfleld,
Mon», by
the
In
alteration
an
boara having made Γη 1901
clayone.
to
A. H. Allen, Windham Centre, b. g. Gordon C. highway leading from South Parla Tillage
More
Buckllold village, and that the old location, comA. A. Hall, Gray, Electrician.
at the foot of
L. A. Bartlett, Belgrade, blk. a. Cremona, by mencing at a point in said highway
town Une bethe
on
so
called,
the
hill,
Taylor
WUkea.
a
twoen Parle and Bucklleld, and running to
new location
3.-37 CLASS, TROT. ΓΟΗ8Ε, $300.
point In said highway wherethetheroad
to
leading
ends, at the Intersection of
F. L. Barrett, Barrett, b. g. Bob Nelson, by Nel- Carroll B. King's In said Parts, Is dangerous and
We therefore then ever in the
•on.
not retiulred for public travel.
of this store. You can get fitted and find what
Harry B. Dyer, Hanover, b. m. Flora B., by respectfully request that the old location be
tween the points named may be discontinued.
Phllllpe.
want
here.
you
C. Guy Buck, South Parie, g. g. Frisco, by FranParis, Aug. 38,1906.
cisco.
JESSE C. HOWE, ) Selectmen
of
Ira B. Page, C'asco, b. m. Cassandra, by Kdgar
H. D. HAMMOND,}
men we carry the Walk Over $3.30 and
1
Simmons.
) Paris.
C. W. BOWKEH,
and all grades down to
and
FitZU
Ira B. Page, Casco, b. g. Casco Simmons, by
Kdgar Simmons.
J. A. Brooke. Portland, b. m. Belna Wilkes, by
[SEAL·.]
For women we have the Soroeii* for
Ocean Wilkes.
STATE OF MAINE.
F. H. Wlggln, Lewlston, b. m. Maud, by Harand all grades down to
for
$3.90,
binger.
COUNTY OF OXFOBD, 88.
Geo. Bonnallle, Lewlston, b. g. Boynton, by
Board of County Commissioners, September Come and see for
to
all kinds of foot·
if
is
not
the
this
Boblnson D.
session, 190.1.
F. B. Rldeout, Moncton, N. B., g. m. Rosamond.
the foregoing petition, satisfactory evi- wear.
UPON
Men's
and
are
Women's
Russet
At
we
Oxfords at
m.
Belva
Sorceress,
R. O. Jordan, Bnckfleld, g.
selling
present
dence having been received that the petitioners
by The Seer.
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the merits cost and less than cost.
Lenione.
R. D. Waite, Lewlston, Elsie
of their application Is expedient, It 18 Ordered,
A. H. Allen, Windham Ctr., b. g. Chris.
that the County Commissioners meet at the house
C· A. Smith, Portland, b. g. Togo.
MEN'S
of J. A. Sturtevant In «aid Parts, on Wednesday,
A. A. Hall, Gray, Marguerite.
the 18th day of October, 1905, at ten of the clock,
L. C. Splller, Mechanic Falls, ch. g. Jim Neland thcnce proceed to view the route menA.M.,
OXFORDS
son, by Nelson.
tioned In said
Immediately after which
Philip H. Doyen, Portland, b. s. Capt. Wcatland, view a hearingpetition;
of the parties ami thelr-wltnesses
by Westland.
We also
All grades Men's and Women's in the same proportion.
will lie had at some convenient place In the
the
FREE FOR ALL, TKOT AND PACK. PURSE $250. Tlclnlty and such other measures taken in
a full line of
premises as the Commissioners shall judge propcarry
F. O. Walker, Rumford
Falls, b. in. Leila er. Ami It Is further Οκυκκκυ. that notice of
of the Commissioners'
Wilkes, by Alclayone.
the time, place and
AND SUIT CASES.
Elder meeting aforesaid purpose
lie given to all persons and corR. G. Dunn, Canton, blk. s. Dcak, by
Bo me.
porations Interested, by causing attested copies
of us. Please call and see us.
P. K. Llttlfleld, Rumford Falls, b. s. Sunlight, by of said petition and of this order thereon to be You can save money
served upon the clerk of the town of Paris,
Haley.
I. R. Morrill, Brunswick, Cora, by Kerfew.
aforesaid, In said County, and also posted
W. F. Blebee, Camden, Declma Deane, by John- up In three public places In said town,
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All glasees made according to Prescription. Satisfaction guaranteed. Many
work.
iving testimoniale. EYES TESTED FHEK. All kinds of Optical repair
MAKE OPTICS A SPECIALTY". 15 years experience. Consult me about your

< iyes.

DR. MIENE GRADUATE OPTICIAN,

17* Next Door

to

Hobb·'

Variety Store, Norway,
:
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Maine.

ïhe «jrfotd

gemoctal

J. Augustus Record ba* returned froi
Boston.

Ralph B. Penfold and Donald S
Briggs are at home from Boston for
few days to attend the fair.

SOUTHPARIS.
VSl) TRl'NK RAILWAY.

<;R

Dr. Delbert M. Stewart, who will eel

Commencing June 18,1906,
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Sunday school 1- *·.
.I,, ,*i ρ m ; Church prayer meeting on TuestN
" o'clock.
All, no» otherwise eoi I
■ icniutf at 7
are cordially Invited.
,... [,
Pasto'
M.th'odlst Church. Rev H. A. Clifford,
9 30 AM.
,), sundav. morning prayer meeting
scho<
sabbath
A.
M.;
hiog sendee 10:45
Κ ο worth League Meeting 6 15 p. M
Μ
mee
P.
7.00
*.;
prayer
ρ raver meetlug
trlda r
lnk· Tuesday evening; class meeting,

I

Rev. J. Wallace Cbesbn
r.ii tNi Church.
< >"
Sunday, preaching service 10 45 *
ι· -t,.r.
*» «5 I
N^i.hyth School 1- Μ.; ^ Ρ 8. C. K-,
m
Pi.ver Hireling 7 P. it.. Tuesday cventn
w
All
ar
free.
Scats
3».
at 7
,,raver -.nice

[

F. M.

STATED MEETINGS.
R*gu!a
a a. M.—Parle Lodge, No. 94.
■«ι.-lag Tues'iav evening on or before full tnoon
meet
Mica
regular
Lodge,
!.,).<>. r.—Mount
In », Thursday evening of eacn week·—Aurori
Kuc unptnent, tirst and third Monday evening
of each month.
Κ —Mount Pteasan' Ret>ekah Lodge, No
1>
t rMaye of e&ol ;
in, mt'tîiî* tHX'OQ>l ADil fourth
:,.',ntii lu Odd Fellows' Ball.
V». 14s, meet
Poet,
\ It -W. κ. Kimball
of eacl
lir t ant thirl Saturday evenings
llall.
R.
'D 'iith, In li. A.
vv
K. Kimball Relief Corps meets ûn
lnt
evenings ot each month. It

J

Saturday
Relief Corps Hall.
f II.-Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1
Γ
Saturday; during tht
its !ir-t and third
tinder of the year, meet· every Saturday, In
r,

a:. :

ea«
s

h mouth.
Κ. ι).

__

Mondays

oi

,o,
P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
second and fourth Wednesday evenlnge

t>

n|

_

and fourth

»

...

»,

month.
P. —Ilamlln

Lodge, No, 31. met is every
Κ- a·" evening at Pythian Hall.
M ^lern Woodmen of America—South 1 arle
Tues
I
ι,tNu. 10ttti7, meets second and fourth
nliigs tn liolden Cross Hal!.
Arcanutu.—Parri· Council, No. Ib-1,
t- Urot and third Monday eveulugs at 7 :3i».
f

K:»ir week—but

Λlaine News Notes.
A half dozen small burglaries were
in Gray Thursday night.

perpetrated
Thomas

by

Hannon committed suicidc
shooting in Bangor a few days since

State Librarian L. D. Carver died al
his home in Augusta Saturday morning,
at the age of 04.

Secretary of State Elihu Root aud Mrs.
Boot are at Bar Harbor for a few days,
guests of friends there.

1'astoi
1 tiivcr*alUt Church, Rev. J. II. Little,
at 10:45 a. m
PriM |,li.g service every Sunday
service,
*.
12
at
Kveulng
Su- : ay School

u .«· Hall.
(> U.C.—Second

Mr. I. L. Waldron and Miss Lilliai
Barbour of Portland visited Miss Bar
hour's aunt, Mrs. Julia A. Lovejoy, a
Theodore Thayer's Sunday.

:«a.jj.

Pa-tor.

I

It has been necessary to run the con
factory nights aud all day Sunday, t
take care of the corn that must be at
tended to.

everybody kuows that.
teaching school

Biddeford celebrated its semi-centennial with a three-days' programme last
week, from Thursday to Saturday.
Rev. Frank W. Sandford, who has
been in Kurope on an evangelizing tour,
has returned to his Shiloh colony.

Alexander, the 10 years

NORWAY.
Secoml Congregational Church, Rev- Β ί
Rldeout, Pastor. Preaching:
Ρ. t
10:30 A. M. ; Sabbath School,13 Κ» Μ.,
8oclal Meei
C. E„ Sundav Evening, 6:30 P.
lng, 7.00 P. M ; regular weekly Pra> er Meeting

TUnWer«uSt^"Church,

8.

Rev.

«.

Τί'υ

Davh

C. A. B»°k··
lnfe«hwH«SChurch. Kev.
£îhî2.'
30 A. M. SabbathSchoo
;

li,trie» E.

iu Woodstock.

law

observance

i

extending

over

fUÎÎ5.T

°'\ν^Κ. C°-MeetB In New G.

^"afc-Lakeslde

A. R.

Ilall.

Mon-

jury

after

being

out

respondent guilty

about half

hour.

an

The post office at East North Yarwas broken into Monday night,

Wednesday George Huston of
Lynn, aged 23, was arrested in Portland
for the break and pleaded guilty. His
capture was effected through a pair of
shoes taken from the general store in
which the post office is kept. These
shoes he attempted to dispose of at a
thus
Portland pawn shop, and was
caught.
j

of cold applications only increased the inwith the
having at last a way opened from the G. flammation, Mr. Strauss came to Mr.
Γ
James X. Nichols, a local merchant, for
the pain.
Mr.
Oscar II. Lunt of Portland was with something to stop
Lunt
Mr.
Nichols says: "1 advised him to use
his family during the week.
Electric
Portland
the
is employed by
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and the first
Railroad as motorman and has an excel- application drew out the inflammation
and gave immediate relief. I have used
lent position.
,,
Lucius B. Turpel of this place has this liniment myself aud recommend it1
purchased the Abuer E. Fuller farm very often for cuts, burns, strains and
near Snow's Falls and will take posses- lame back, and have never known it to
siou about the middle of October.
disappoint." For sale by Shurtleff ά
\lbertC. McCrellis has his new mill Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxwell under way and intends to occupy it ford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
by the middle of October or before.
A Maine woman—perhaps it it is just
Stated Convocation of Oxford Chapter,
No ·»« was held at Masonic Ilall Wed- as well not to givo her name or the name
the
evening. Work, Mark, with a of the patent medicine—lias sent
following recommendation to a patent
good attendance.
Charles B. Thompson resigned as medicine firm: "Gentlemen, before tak- J
weak to
was too
principal of the Norway High School ing your medicine I now
I can lick my
spank my baby, but
Tuesday on account of sickness
Keith Spofford of South Paris will suc- husband."
ceed him for a short time. The school
WAS A VERY SICK BOY.
board hope to secure a good man for the

pleased

prospects
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Boy Shot at Rumford Falls.
v,„
A husy
llillman, 10-year-old son of
Dwight
for the past
Lewis J. Hillman, who lives on the
^
strainbeen
^ave
tbe run. and the cn
Swift River road at Rumford Falls, was
iDg every nerve to «eep. F wlth the
accidentally shot on Thursday. He was
corn
th#
of
proceeeion
his cap in the air for his playthev could do, the throwing
Kven at the be
a ride, when the
-f unilU8ke.l ears mate to shoot at with of
she.1.
the cap. The
other hit him instead
cum ·«·»«'
bullet went through his abdomen, and it
.«« ■» <» ""'κ™
is thought there is but slight chance for
than this year.
recovery.
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came
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Thursday;

eround

there is some

other ...del

were

done up,
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d^mage,^^
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khe

low'^round, for
suffered

ma«ef

The discussion of the proper date for
straw hats serves at least to
call attention to the fact that absurd
custom and "style" have to a large extent taken the place of comfort in
masculine
apparel. Of
regulating
women
course
might be expected to
bear such a condition with equanimity;
but men are entitled to better things.

''calling in"

of hor.ee

,»''Kr"a™1.b,.„i »g..k.

Ρ
he laW
of the horses this year,
h !
number of stalls
>
is only about half a dozen rnoreui
^!
horses already
*""lr
for business
dy tor
are also on hand and ready
t
The woods are
so tba t
this year, more than ever
t( >
essential feature of the fa-r proiu
be equal to the rest of it.

Mb Urate
4th Urate,
3(1 Urate

Middle Primary

Upper Primary

40.
35.
23.
22.
34.

Owing to sickness of Miss Lasselle the
lower primary school did not open
Monday with the other grades.

CUKE» BY CHAMUKHLAIX'S COLIC,

C1IOI.EKA AND DIARBHŒA REMEDY.

)

"When my boy was two years old he
had a very severe atttack of bowel complaint, but by the use of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrbwa Remedy we
brought him out all right," says Maggie Ilickox, of Midland, Mich. This
remedy can be depended upou in the j
most severe cases. Even cholera in- ,
fantum is cured by it. Follow the plain !
printed directions and a cure is certain. I
For sale by Shurtleff «.V Co., South Paris;
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug

Store, Norway.

Entertaining

in

Many

cures

Collector of Parie.

1500 boxes of tine chocolates to be
given away Wednesday and Thursday,
Sept. 20th aud 21st. S. B. & Z. S. Prince
will give a box of these confections with
every cash purchase amounting to $1 or
We have extra help Saturday evenings.
\o long waits here. Smiley Shoe Store,

Norway.

S?K£"

ïrsa^:«&L-E352
^.•""STiSw todÎto

Another

It's the New Suit

shall give

You should be deciding about. We have the
most
largest assortment and we believe the

a

complete
pick of

box of Fine Chocolates with

Corns,

The bullet went through
shoe and foot into the ground.
Edith M. Smith returned from a ten
days1 trip to Presque Isle Saturday.
She visited her brother, J. 0. Smith,
Esq., during her vacation.
S. A. Stevens returned to Norway
Lake Thursday after a visit with his
daughter in Northern Maine. He will
stop at the lake for some time at his old
home.
The first stated assembly of Oxford
Council, No. 14, R. and S. M., since the
first part of the summer, was held at
Masonic Hall Friday evening.

We

Cold weather is upon

daughter.

Will

Call and

Sept. 8, to the wife of Daniel Barkdaughter.
In Oxford, Sept. 5, to the wife of Ernest H.
Pratt, a son. (Corrected.)
In West Sumner, Sept. 7, to the wife of Alvln
(i.'irev, a daughter.
In Norway, Aug. 20, to the wife of II. E. Pratt,
In Canton,

a son.

Married.

varied

are

Falls.

In Rumford Falls, Sept. 12, by Rev. T. L.
Frost, Mr. Itoland Mcl'liee ami Miss Bessie
Spldelle, both of Rumford Falls.
In Hiram, Sept. 5, bν Rev. Η. H. Hoyt, Mr.
George F. Brooks and Miss Alice M. Hood, both
of Brlitgton.
In Norway. Sept. 13, by Rev. B. S. Hideout,
Mr. Leon John Thurston and Miss Amanda
Seger, both of Harrlton.
In Norway, Sept. (5, by Rev. II. S Rldeout, Mr.
Ralph Israel Trask and Miss Georgia Wlnnlfred
Hayes, both of Norway.
In Fryeburg, Sept. 12, by Rev. Raman N.
Stone, Mr. Howard G. Wakefltdd and Miss
Helen M Harmon, both of Brownfleld.
Rev. F. C.
In Northwest Albany, Sept. (I,
Potter Mr. Fred Towner of Massachusetts and
Miss Ethel I'lngreeof Albany.
In Norway, Sept. 6, bv Rev. C. A. Brook*, Mr.
Willis Ε Μι-Keen and Miss Lucy A. Smith, both
of Stoneham.

In East Bethel, Sept. 15, Mrs. Olive M. Bartlett, aged 75 years, Η months.
In Bryant's Pond, Sept. 9, J. Colby Staples,
aged about 3f years.
In Andover, Sept. 9, Mrs. Martha Merrill
PrC886fi
In Dlxfleld Center, Sept. lo, Moses Packard,
aged G3 years.
In Bethel, Sept 5, Thomas J. Foster, aged
nearly 81 years. (Corrected.)
In Brownfleld, Sept. 14. Mrs. Edna Boynton.
In East Hiram, Sept. 10, Mrs. Ullmau Kimball.
In South Hiram, Sept 5, Mrs. Charlotte Knight.

weighing

1250

pounds.

QTTnP^l

pique,

new

heavy

ONE LOT of good mercerized goods,
neat ligure, new cuff and sleeve, tuck$1.41)
ed front and back,
ONE LOT of
front, two in

good linen, 12 plaits in
back, embroidered collar,
I1.9S

ONE LOT of dotted mohair in cream,
tan, gray, blue and black, wide cuff
with pin tucks, clusters of pin tucks
in front, box plaits in back, well made,
«1.98

ONE LOT wool nuns1 veiling in black,
white, pink and blue, 32 line tucks in
$2.50
front, large sleeve, wide cuff,
ONE LOT of fine nuns' veiling, all colors
and sizes, embroidered front, wide
$2.98
plaits front and back,

with which

It will cost you

very little.

Headquarters

and W. L.

J.

appreciate

for

Douglas

your

Queen Quality

Shoe for Men.

Lawn

■

Children's Dresses.
new

Children's

Lawn

Dresses.

long, making

plaited, belt,

styles in sizes from 8 to 14,
slightly soiled and crushed, but neat
little dresses, prices now 75c., 87c., $1
and $1.25, just half.

SEVERAL

Rugs.

line
The light shades in our Domestic Wrap- Large
prices.
for
pers marked down. Good values
$1.00 grade now 79c.,
little money.
$1.25 grade now 08c., $1.50 grade now
$1.19.

material, gray and

neat

collar,

Wrappers.

strapped

Also some
Suits.

of

Smyrna rugs, all

Pillow

light shades

in Shirt Waist

A.

F.

We

A.

F.

CO.

SIIIBTLEFF A

SIIIBTLEFF A

CO.

g^^tare
<*

Threshing !

get your threshing done
by hauling your grain to us.

You

ease

just give us
buy and then

can

International Qasoline Engines
FOR SALE.

Furnisher,

IN

CALL AND SEE THEM

OPERATION.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
...

Lace Curtains.

SALE!

Fresh, dainty patterns
taste
new

sizes and

Have you seen our line of
tops? 25 styles, only

25c.

suit

your

Twenty-five

60C.

ONE LOT white curtains, neat tlowered
border, plain center, .'J yards long, good

$1.00

width,

ONE LOT ecru curtains, neat border,
$1.25
plain center, .'i yards long,

ONE LOT white Nottingham lace, figured border, scalloped bottom and top,

something now,
inches wide,

1-2

yards long,

<50

$2.00

Many pretty patterns in white and ecru,
prices up to $.'i,50.

Δ great variety of styles and
of the best values ever
shown.

ONE LOT of good eateen, neat style,
wide tlounce with two rutiles, all sizes,
98c.
ONE LOT, good width, llounce with
rutiles and tucks, a thoroughly well
£1.25
made skirt, our price,
ONE LOT skirts of Rood sateen, full
wide tlounce with tine tucks and two
$1.50
rutiles,
ONE LOT good quality sateen, 15 inch
tlounce, very full, corded, strapped and

ruffles,

....

$1.75

ONE LOT of fine heavy sateen, 15 inch
tlounce fulled on to skirt, three stitched straps around skirt, accordion plait$2.00
ed with dust ruffle, very full,
Other

styles

up to $2.98.

ONE LOT of black silk taffeta, plaited
and tucked rutHe, sateen dust rutile,
$3.1*8
well make,
....
ONE LOT of tine quality tatTeta, tine
dust rutHe, good length, well made,
$4.98
....
very full,

Wash Skirts.
ONE LOT of several styles in duck,
denim or eateen, neat styles, were
98c.
....
$1.40, now

A

picture pillow

styles.

to

pocketbook.

some

•

Tops.

and

ONE LoT white curtains, leaf and scroll
pattern, with email «lots, '·'> yards long,

Black Petticoats.

Dress Qoods.

Neckwear.

Fall and Winter
Coats.
We have outdone ourselves
this season in finding pretty
styles at popular prices.

ONE LOT of black and white mixture,
loose back with belt and strap, velvet
miss seeing our line of 25c. stocks.
$5.00
collar, 40 inches long,
Many pretty styles in the 50c. grade.
ONE LOT of extra heavy black cheviot,

spread of alluring daintiness.
styles as fast as they come out.

WE ARE OPEN ALL DAY.
MAKE THIS YOUR HEADQUARTERS WHILE VISITING THE FAIR.
BE RIGHT.
WILL
PRICES
THE
GLAD TO SHOW YOU THE NEW STYLES. WE ARE SURE

WE

WILL

New

Don't

BE

tan

loose coat, 45 inches
lined over shoulders,

long,

Hat

collar,

$8.98

cloth and
mixture, loose back, strapped and
plaited, lined over shoulders, 45 Inches

ONE LOT

long,

and
910.00

coats of covert

$10.00

ONE LOT coats of heavy covert cloth,
fitted, strapped full length, satin lined.
Also one style of heavy black cheviot
strapped with black kersey, loose back,
$12.50
both 45 inches long,

ONE LOT of heavy waterproof material
in mixtures, fitted, straps and buttons,

belt, well made throughout, a good
112.50
looking coat for all wear,s
ANOTHER style of a little heavier goods,
strapped back, heat collar, gray and TkJTA-in
«16.00
I tan,

J

Soutb. Parle, Malno.

Pretty rugs will save your floors and
SEVERAL styles loft from our summer
and beautify your rooms. Sizes,
carpets
like
of
line
skirts,
stock
quality, good
and
ONEcolors,
at
prices suitable for any place.
short
but
fall styles
jackets,
HALF regular price.
ONE LOT best moquet, many colors,
neat patterns, 13-4 yards long, 27
$2.50
inches wide,

mixtures, fitted back,

j

»"·

CASTORIA For Infants and Children,
The Kind Yon Han Always Bought

—

—

ONE LOT suits of gray mixture, 45 inch
Kedingote coat, coat collar satin lined,
$10.50
plaited ekirt, neat suit,

ONE LOT of fine

I

Telephone 106-3.

1

of fine quality unfinished
worsted, Redingote coat. 45 inch
length, neat sleeve, taffeta trimmed
$18.00
collar, plaited skirt,

right prices

Summer Store, Paris Hill.

We have the largest line of dress
styles for the little folks,
Dainty
Pretty styles and materials, not very
we have ever carried, prices from
than you can make them.
goods
of
lots
cheaper
with
plaiting.
heavy goods
mixt50c.
dark
up.
wide
of
ONE LOT of neat plaids,
collar,
ONE LOT walking skirts
ure, plaited from waist, very full, §2.98
plain cuff and chemisette trimmed ONE LOT novelty mixtures, :W inches
to 14
2
soutache
white
with
braid,
ONE LOT of black melrose, 0 clusters of
wide, ten or more different patterns,
08c.
years,
full
50c.
....
all colors,
plaits from knee making very
$4.30 ONE LOT black and white check, trimskirt, good value,
of
mohair
LOT
ONE
weaves,
changeable,
red
soutache
with
red
belt,
med
braid,
ONE LOT contains several styles and
$1.41)1 several colors and mixturee, 44 inches
plaited skirt, 2 to 0 years,
materials, plain black and mixtures,
1
«1.00
Bailor
$4.08
wide,
and
of
neat
and
ONE
LOT
check,
straps,
plaid
many plaits
chemiwith
ribbon
collar
bow,
plain
neat suitings and waistings.
Many
ONE LOT of tine broadcloth in blue and
sette with white and black braid, lined
black, close fitted over hips, very full
SI .08
throughout, U to 14 years,
below with plaits, neat dressy ekirt,
$0.98
Other styles up to 32.05.

ONE LOT

ONE LOT of good waterproofed material in tan and gray, back shirred at
18.00
waist, neat collar, belt,

8 Stores,

Shoes for Women,

F. ISUMMER,

assortment at

CO.
1 F. A.SHURTLEFF&
Maine.

fit you,
you

good

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

•

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Separate Skirts.

This fall the coats are
stylish suits.

You need one of these indispensable
garments, good for all kinds of weather.
Bettei styles and lower prices than ever.

we can

nothing unless

a

inspection.

very

Rain Coats.

You will find

50c.

Shoes and the

our

SfU'BTLEFF A CO.

ers, etc.

Of course you will visit the County Fair. Your trip won't be complete until you visit our Store and see the new things for women's and
children's wear. Completeness describes our stock and we invite

Suits.

expected.

To

F. A.

CO.

A HARVEST OF GOOD THINGS IN WOMEN'S WEAR.

cotton and dotted
98c.

cuff, all sizes,

ONE LOT waists of Danish cloth, in
black, cream and blue, a half wool
$1.25
goods, neat styles,

trial.

SHUBTLEFF A

//~~

g^attuO

Powder, Shot, Loaded or Empty Shells, Primers, Wads,
RevolvCartridges, Gun Cases, Hunting Coats, Knives,

jiave them for 10c., 15c., 20c., 25c.,
50c., 60c., 75c., $1.00. $1.25 and $1.50.

a

A.

NORWAY.

-

you will want

$3.50

(Guaranteed Hand Warmers.)

ΓΙΤ

You'll

us.

see

Fall Hunting

We have all the correct and latest shapes at
from 50c. to $2.50. A great variety.

HARVEST

ê

ONE LOT of

T^Ç!
■*· Ρ

and

For the

weather.

cold, damp
TT Λ

please you)

come

County Fair, Sept. 19-21,

Hutu,

F. H. NOYES CO.,

F.

50c. to $1.00
are
.$to to $15
Coats
savers,...
Rain
Our
money
colds in
from
and
free
will
keep you dry
They

COUNTY FAIR.

goods.

to

10c. to

Shirts, (ours will

to

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Tin Kind You Hava Always Bought

$1.00

all,.·

for

Hosiery

Fancy

in Price from $5 to $18

SOUTH PARIS.

Don't wait till to-morrow.

Union Suits,

Rumford Falls

Winter wear, in both wool and cotton

//^y"

at the

again.

Maine.

Men's Suits,
$5, $7, $10, $12, and $15
Children's Suits,.. .$1.50, $2.25, $3.50 and $4 50
Fleeced Underwear
50c. to $1.25

Special Train

Durable, stylish waists for Fall and

come

and the

buy to-day.

Η. M. BERRY,
South Paris, Me.

Shirt Waists.

While

good

a

own

of.

order. Λ complete line of Fall
Glove», Neckwear.

ones

Caps,

STROKE of BUSINESS to freshen up
boy's WARDROBE for fall, without
your
to
going great expense. Here are a few of PLUMMER'S
SPLENDID VALUES, that will repay you to come and
It's

Died.

marc,

Better

Listen ! Gear of J. F. Plummer.

by

make

we

we

buying your Clothing,
Furnishings and Foot-

Look !

lines

Rain Coats $10, $12, $13, $15, $16.

A Message for You!
Learn to Earn Dollars by

Stop !

are

economical.

more.

gf^ature
^

CASTORIA
The Kind You Have Alwajs Bought
For Wants and Children,

the

Hal-j

we

will show you these and much

The

showed.

ever

strongly advise buying the better grades of Suit·.
are most
Experience will teach you that in the end they
but

Veiling, Mohair,

Our line of UNDERFLAN-

us.

specialty

Range

Our Suits

ask for them.

Norway,

In South Paris, Sept. 13, by lie v. J. II. Little,
Mr. Harvey Ε. Γο*βη and Miss M iry Ellen
York, both of South I'arls.
In South l'arle, Sept. Hi, by l?cv. J. II. Little.
Mr. George l.eioy Chase and Mies Alice Mabel
Bonney, buth of south Paris.
In Paris, Sept. 16, by Rov. K. O. Taylor, Mr.
Lcs'.le E. Newell and Mis* Huit le E. Robinson,
h ih <>f Paris.
In Rumford Fall·, Se;.t 10, by Rev. Kr. LaFlamme, Mr. Francis E. Haines of Gorham, N.
II., and Miss Amanda E. Haines of llumford

FOR SALE.

are

S. B. &. Z.S. PRINCE

er. a

Black

we

we

and other first class makes

complete.

NELS is

Walker,

forms of
Many
WANTED.
muderu entertainments, according to the
Good board and pleasant, large, sonny rooms,
New Idea Woman's Magazine for Octo-, for family of three or four adults and two chilber, which tells, among other less at- dren. Hotel or private family, latter preferred.
with full
tractive domestic matters, how to hold a Prices must be reasonable. Address
"Good Luck Party," "A Hallowe'en particulars,J. T. ROGERS, East Lyme, Conn.
Oracle Party," and "A Western
lowe'en." It also gives suggestions for 1
"Club and Church Entertainments," for.
"New Entertainments for Children" and
for "Decorations for Masculine Func- !
FROM
tions." Amongst the recipes are found
Afternoon
for
"Sandwiches
some for
Tea" and an illustrated article is devoted
and

a

$10.50

SEPARATE WAISTS in Cotton,
Silk and Velvet.

Bunions, Painful,
At all Druggists

Newry, Sept. 9, to the wife of

In

a

showing

are

prettiest

Thompson & Snow Co.,

a

well worth the

and

A. B. Kirschbaum & Co.,

every CASH PURCHASE
amounting to $1.00 or over.
line of VELVET SUITS that

Bain Coat

or

Wednesday and Thursday
we

to

assortment.

Our Furs will speak for themselves in the upper hall at the Fair.

of the fair

has rolled around and we
introduce you to our new

season

again ready

are

LADIES' COATS from. ...$5.00 to $50.00
CHILDREN'S COATS from $1.75 to $11.00

Born.

Forms.

Â tire alarm was sounded from No. 17
caused by a tire in Fiddyville Thursday
morning. The tire was pnt out before
the department reached the house.
Damage small.
The Norway Water Company will erect
a new pumping station, .'ÎOxoO, near the
ice house at the Crockett Ridge road at
It will be of the most recent and
once.
improved order with a capacity of one
million gallons of water daily.
While target shooting Thursday afternoon Ronello, the twelve-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bicknell, rested his
rilleon his foot and not thinking it was
loaded pulled the trigger and eent a

A Handsome Booklet.
A new publication entitled "Montreal
and Quebec" has just been issued by the
Grand Trunk Railway System for general distribution through tbe several chan- CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REMEDY
nels at their command throughout the
ACTS ON NATURE'S PLAN.
world. The booklet contains a combimost successful medicines are
two
The
the
about
nation of interesting facts
Chamberlain's
moot historical and interesting citiea of those that aid nature.
Take
the Dominion, and there are forty page· Cough Remedy acts on this plan.
have a cold and it will allay
c H Porter has raised in his gardei ι of good reading matter profusely em- it when you
bellished with half-tone illustrations the cough, relieve the lungs, aid expecand aid
from photographs of scene· recently toration, open the secretions
at- nature in restoring the system to a
t taken of the principal sights and
condition. Thousands have
> tractions in the two cities, and in addi- healthy
excellence. It
» tion short chapters are given descriptive testi tied to its superior
to
s
of Montmorency Falls, the miracle-work· counteracts any tendency of a cold
1 ing shrine of Ste. Anne de Beaupre and result in pneumonia. Price, 25 cents.
of Levi*.
Large size, 50 cents. For sale by F. A.
g.».»w Ir the attractive features
i
A copy may be obtained without coal Shurtleff à Co., South Paris; Jones
by applying to J. Quinlan, D. P. A. of Drug Store, Oxford ; Noyes Drug Store,
I Norway.
the Grand Trunk, Montieal.
leetion at the fair this week.

care

HUT

Collector's Notice.
twenty-two (22) calibre bullet through
l< npaid taxes of 1904 will be advertised his foot near the toes. A physician was
about Oct. 10th.
-at once called and the wound dressed.
Alkkkd II. Jackson,
The patient is doing as well as can be

more.

ially.

«.aolad ». .to
t.. be something

It

Smarting, Hot, Swollen feel.
and shoe Stores. 24c.

mouth
and on

PAIN FROM A BURN PROMPTLY)
It is understood that work on the
RELIEVED BY CHAMBERLAIN'S:
Norway and Western liai I road will be
commenced at once. Mr. Rand has just
PAIN BALM.
returned from a trip to Montreal where
A little child of Michael Strauss, of
he was called on business. Parties in- Vernon, Conn., was recently in great
! terested in Waterford and Stoneham are pain from a burn on the hand, and as
much

powder.

to "Little Dinners," giving a number of
το
simple menus with the details of their
preparation. In the main body of the
magazine is to be found a breezy resume
of tbe plays and players of the season,
with photographs of actors and scenee,
and this is in close proximity to a racy
On
Sept. 20, a special
comedy suitable to be put on by a home train Wednesday,
will leave Rumford Falls at
company in any private parlor. It is
"The Trained Nurse," is from 7:3ο A. m. for the Oxford County
| entitled
the pen of Miss Jean Forsyth and turns fair.
Arrive South Paris 9:3ο A. m.
on the nursing of a smashed football
Returning, leave South Paris 6 p. μ ,
hero by a young and pretty hospital
arrive Rumford Falls S :05 p. m.
is
The
decidedly
dialogue
graduate.
One fare for round trip.
humorous and the action unflagging.

lueet1^' o^m

have everlshown.

we

Styles.

The Newest Fall

month?

mSney clwîacter

Thursday

!

"Toi

SUFred

and

in Belfast
E. S. Kane

Evening

A.J

Some

At the Waldo County fair,

]

nesday'

t^^ng

Garments

Drug Store, Norway.

At Thomaston on the 9th there was an

informal celebration of the 100th anniver-

BLUE STORES.

The Largest and Finest Line oi

;

days.

several

^h«PtcJ'

e*KbG°E^-Oxford

Merrill is

prohibitory

Congregational church at Camdei
celebrated its centennial last week, the

eVBautfet$

Mrs. Fr. *<k Merritt, the wife of a physician at
y, who had made two attempts reccatly to commit suicide, sucstate
the
About un average attended
ceeded Wednesday in ending her life by
f.t r from this place last week.
hanging. Mrs. Merritt had been melaufor unknown reasons, for a long
Mr. autl Mrs. Arthur Burnell of Bald- choly
time. She was 4."> years old and is sur» ii are guests at S. (1. Buruell's.
vived by two young sons.
Miss Ida Sweetsir is visiting Miss CarThe morning train from Waterville on
Vt.
Barton
ne Mathews at
Landing,
Wiscasset, Waterville and Farmingtou
Norand
Paris
South
Blue
The
Store,
Railroad (narrow gauge) Tuesday morntirst two evening» iug weut through a bridge near Head of
w.t>. will be open the
of tlie fair.
Tide statiou, a few miles from Wiscasset.
Strange to say, no one was seriousMiss ».eortrie Sheldon and Mrs. Mary
ly hurt. The engine dropped into about
llaiigh of Belfast are guests of Mrs. J. ten
feet of water, and the engineer and
1*. Richardson.
fireman swam ashore. The mail car and
rethe
a combination baggage and freight car
«•eorge P. Tucker attended
uuiou of the First Maine Cavalry at followed the engine, and formed a barLewist<*n Wednesday.
rier on which the passenger car followrested firmly, without leaving the
Tax Collector Jackson says ho shall ing
rails. There were S5 passengers on the
advertise the unpaid taxes of 11Ό4 about
train, 05 of them being Waterville Masons
The moral is plain.
Oct. Mth.
position before Mr. Spofford ιβ obliged
on their way to visit the Wiscasset lodge
to leave oa account of entering Harvard
ΛCo.
Bolster
The store of V. Dayton
at a clambake.
for a post-graduate course.
will close from noou until 3 P. m. WedE. L. Cowan, J. M. Palmer and Dr. E.
fair.
the
of
and
Falls
county
The
Roads.
Rumford
Thursday
nesday
Sheeby were the guests of Dr. t. W.
The annual meetings of the Portland Rounds at his South Paris home ThursThe dust is certainly laid for the fair.
Now if the weather clerk will have it and Rumford Falls Railway and the dav evening, where they partook of a
Rangeley Lakes "farewell" supper prior to Mr. Rounds
clear off warm, all may yet be forgiven. Rumford Falls and
Kailroad were held in Portland Tues- going to Louisville, Ky., to accept a
One of the tablecloths of the Good
day. The boards of officers of the two position as instructor in athletics. Mr.
Cheer, No. 10, is missiug. Will whoever roads are identical, the directors being Rounds has made many friends in Nornext
the
has it kindly return it before
s
the following:
way during work at F. P. Stone drug
circle.
Hujth J. ChUbolm. Portland.
Waldo Pettennlll, Rumford Kalis.
Davis of Turner was before the
Boy II. Porter of the class of 'Otf reGeorge I>. Btsbee, Rumford Kails.
turned to the University of Maine FriMunicipal Court Wednesday charged
Fred Ε Richard*. Portland.
with the larceny of a wheel from one
Galen
Motte*. Bath.
ilay for his last year's work in that in(jeorjce C. Win»;. Auburn.
Hemmingway of South Pans. He paid
stitution.
Chan. I». Brown, Boston, Mat*-.
a line and costs of $2'2.70.
Α. X. Burliauk, Now York, Ν. Y.
Jurors were drawn Saturday: William
It. C Bradford, I'ortlnn 1.
Many Norway people visited the state
B. Kussell «raud juror for the coming
R. C. lira· 1 fori, clerk.
fair at Lewiston this week
ν ear. Elroy Davis and Walter H. Swett
Officers were chosen by the directors
It is understood that Alfred L.
traverse jurors for the October term.
as follows:
l.aferrier, athletic instructor at Hebron,
has resigned his position and will not
All Kebekahs are asked to be out to
President—Hugh .1. Chlsholm, Portland.
Rumford return to the academy. He will take
Vice-President—Waldo PetlenKlll,
the regular mooting Friday eveuing of
Falls.
line of work in the near
this week as business of very great imTreasurer and Trailic Manager— li. C. Brad- up another
tor·!, Portland
portance is to come before the lodge.
Assistant Treasurer—Frank II. Bradford,
lloraco P. Sawyer and crew are at;
The usual cattle show ball will be Portland.
work on the interior of S. Harrimau s
Auditor—B. S. Robinson. Portland.
evening,
Hall
New
iu
Wednesday
held
Superintendent— K. L. Lovejoy, Kumforl store. It is being repaired and painted.
music by Stearns' Orchestra. Fall·.
with
Evelyn May Hazen is teaching school
is
floor
Κ
Master Mechanic—Μ.
Froth
Davie, Kumforl
W.
manager.
iugham
George
in the town of Sweden.
Falls.
Annie E. Monahan, for a long time
Koad Master—C S. Osgood, Kumford Falls.
Placido Alonso, who was formerly at
Mr. Park's for some time, came there on
The anoual reports of both roads show librarian of the Norway public library
operator,
Sunday to spend a two weeks' vacation, a considerable increase in net earnings and telegraph and telephoneoffice
of the
lie is now in a business house in New- for the year ending June 30, 1903. In now manager of the Gardiner
|
is in charge
York.
the case of the Portland and Rumford Postal Telegraph Company,
|
that
of
company.
Falls the balance iu excess of all charges of the Augusta office
Jailer Farrar seized three packages of
It is evident that she gives satisfation in
was
including dividends for the
liquor at the express ollice the last of the $104,006.01, against Çt»1,048.07 year
as
well
as
s<>r*ay·
the pre- other places
week* containing in all about live gallons,
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe left for |
On the Rumford Falls and
mostly hart! stutf, which has been ceding year.Lakes the net balance was Rumford Falls and tho lakes Wednesday
Ranyeley
libeled.
$7,i»">7.3:i against *">,071.IK) the year pre- for two weeks.
Merton L. Kimball, Grand Chancellor,
ceding. The property of both roads has
K. of P., returned the first of the week
v niversalist th; r
been fully maintained.
of
from his official visitation to lodges in
^ ^
.Mrs. tu/a j. Duras.
show η by the way we
Washington and nancock Counties.
;
The steam plant of the Norway and (
Mrs. Kiza J. Burus died Aug. 2.'5d, at
spend our money.
was started some
lier home near Snow's Falls. She was Paris Street Railway
and improved
the daughter of Harrison aud Mary days ago. It was repaired
(White) Wyman, of Peru, in which towu during the summer.
H
Jackson wa&
by Harry Shaw at his
B.
Express driver Ε.
she was bora A Off. t, Is^iO. In l!SC»iS she
cart Saturday
was married to Benjamin F. Richmond, thrown from the express
corn" and playing gaof his
and they had four children. Mr. Rich- morning aud broke both bones
in the light of a big brush tire.
mond died in 1870. Some years later right wrist. The horse became frightenand Mr.
At the meeting
she married J. G. Burns, who lived but ed while standing at the station
M aeons
five years. After his death she made Jackson lost control of him.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Beal of Port{\\\ the vacancy her home with her son William RichU)
chosen
land were the guests of Rev. J. E. Budaeatll of l)r. Wood- mond and her daughter Mrs. Bryant.
oecasioned by
The funeral at West Paris Aug. 2od, den and wife over Sunday. Mr. B^den
gecretary continua halt previous was attended by
Rev. Seth Benson, her remains about the same. Improvement
to hie death.
former pastor in the Baptist church at 18
Annie iAferrier, Agnes E. Sanborn,
North Paris. The deceased had been an
Kev. J. il I ittle has moved into tne
the and Mary M. Bickford have returned to
member
of
active
aud
interested
jntr house on
southerly toll olthe D«r,»g.
since young woman- Portland where they commenced the fall
^ Ur Baptist church church
High Street, a
and the quarter- term of their respective schools Monday.
hood,
attending
taken
has
iKury
Woodbury. Mr-.
Nellie Smith of Roxbury, Mass., has
ami association sessions
meetings
ly
and
nan
ittle
•art of the rent that Mr. LrtU· had,
whenever possible. She had been an been with Norway friends for ten days.
will
Mr. Scott
Mrs G. W. Cook of Westbrook visited
invalid for several months from rheucan
rent. For the present Mr. LiUle canbe
matism terminating in dropsy, and had her son, A. L. Cook, this week.
No.
1«Μ.
reached by telephone.
C. El wood Brooks, for some time
her surferions with Christian
borne
clerk with Smiley shoe store, has returnThe tot
patience and resignation.
Mrs. Burns is survived by three chil- ed to his studies at Bates College.
the Univerealiet
The village schools opened Monday
October, dren, William C. Richmond of Snow's
w Wd .to
which Falls, Alonzo A. Richmond of Bryant's with the following attendance:
October .>d, ana w
II, are Pond, and Alice Α., wife of W. O. Bryinclude the
»!««>
29.
asked to meet with Mrs. ir
[rving Andrews ant of Suow's Falls. One daughter 9th Ura<le
'24.
died in infancy. She also leaves five Sth Ura'le,
27.
7th Grade,
ίθΓ brothers and two sisters.
2H.
tith Urate,
»

for violations of the

The

sary of Orient Lodge of Masons. A a
pair of oxen exhibited by
clambake was served on Moody Island to
and son of Creambrook in Stetson, an 1
12 KW M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7 «0 P. M.
about 300 persons, tbe party being com·
to be the largest in the world
claimed
prayer meeting. TueaUay evening; claw meetln,
of local Masons and their ladies.
Friday evening.
Epworth League, Sunda. ] posed
They weigh 8000 pounds and girth nini
Austin Cary of Brunswick has been and a half feet.
Church, Rev. Κ S. Cotton. Ρ*®10*
Preaching service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabb1 th chool appointed assistant professor of forestry
12:00 M.; l'rayer Meeting, Sunday evenlng7P
The laxative effect of Chamberlain'i
at Harvard. Mr. Cary
graduated at
M., Wednesday evening, 7:30.
Bowdoiu College in 1S87. He lias been ! Stomach and Liver Tablets is so agree
connected with the Berlin Mills lumber able and so natural you can hardlj
STATED MEETlKOS.
a number of years as forestry realize that it is produced by a medi
Κ A \ M. Regular ir.eeilnz of Oxford I.odge company
cine. These tablets also cure indiges
No 'its. in Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on oi expert.
tion. For sale by Shurtleff & Co., South
before full iroon. Oxford Royal Arch
The Lewiston school committee, comNo. 3». as-embles Wednesday Evening, on oi
Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway; Jones
before full uioon. Oxford Council, 't. Λ α. M.
posed of seven Republicans and seven Drug Store, Oxford.
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lo<lj(C : Democrats, is in deadlock on
political
aftei
No. I. Ark Mariner#. Wednesday evening
lines. After taking fifty-four ballots to
Piano lessons given, Mrs. Parmenter.
Κ.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meetlnj elect a chairman, and accomplishing the
In odd Fallows' Half, every Tuesday
feat at last only by accident, it has got Head ad.
No.
!
Wll.ley Encampment,
into tangles which the services of the
Fellows' Had, i-ooond and fourth Friday Even
1
Mother Urty'i Appeal to Women.
Insa of cocb month. Ml. Hope Ucbckah l^xigc Supreme Court will be
required to
No. K, inceti on flrst and thirl Friday of cart
Mother Gray, a nurse In New York, discovered
out.
straighten
an a omutlc uleasant herbilrlnk for women's Ills,
P.—Reeular "«eeilng In Hathaway Blocl
A novel case was tried in the Kenne- cal le· I AreTItAt.IAIV-LKAF. It Is the only
every Thursday Evening. U. R··,^· O. Soyei
certain monthly regulator. Cures female weak·
bec
of
eacfc
third
County court last week, which may nessesand
meets
Krl'lav
D'vision, No. 12,
Backache, Kidney, Bladder and UrtnAn ary troubles. At all Druggists or by mall 50 eta.
Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. S.. second be said to establish a precedent.
month.
of
each
and fourth Krlday evenings
Address, The Mother Uray Co.,
Augusta man was indicted for nuisance Sample FREE.
Γ. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
Le Roy. Κ. Y.
f jurth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall in keeping doge, cats and foxes, which I
G A R.—Harry Rust Post. So. M. meets In annoyed and disturbed the neighbors by
Are You fling Allen's Foot-Easel
New G. A. R. Hall on the tlrst Tuesday Evening the noise and stench which
they made. ! Shake Into your
shoes Allen's Foot-Ease, a
The
found the

Preaching service,,10

Τ

Among the indictments returned by
the Cumberland County grand jury are
one
for nuisance agaiust Charles C.
Douglass, the Portland liquor agent,
whose stock was seized by the sheriff a
few weeks since, and one agaiust Edward
F. Cole of Portland for the murder of
Frank Steeves.

are

"fvlc® ?un<laj
Mj

old
Lodge, No. 177, meets In
daughter of John Alexander of Bruns- NewG.A.R. Hall, on the tlrst and third Wed·
wick, used kerosene to start up a slow
P»UCo.rd!,
tire, and was so burned that she died a No. 10. meets at G. A. R. Hall every
Tuesday
few hours later after terrible suffering.
F—Elm Tree Colony, So. 199 meets
in
on
Maine
Three suicides
Saturday, second'and fourth We.lue8.Uy evenings of each
the !»th. They were Otis Mills of Hope,
Ο G C.—Norway Commandery, So. 34ι,
bis barn;
himself
in
who
aged So,
hung
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings oi
Winslow Berry of Marshtield, aged *10,
Castle. So.2, meet-In Ryerwho drowned himself; and Lorenzo D.
Thursday evening. September to
l'arker of Lewieton, aged 00, who buug it.>n bail, every thlr«l
Thursday evenings, May to
May, Ilr-t and
himself in his barn.
Septe m lier.
Alice

The indictments found by the Kenne
bee grand jury number 58, of which 3( !

CUUKCHK8.

New Goods.

As a dressing fur sores, bruises am
burns Chamberlain's Salve is all that cai
be desired. It is soothing and bealinj
in its effect. It allays the pain of a buri
almost inetantly. This salve is also ι
certain cure for chapped hands am I
diseases of the skin. Price 25 cents
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., Soutl
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noye

About the State.

line of Misses' and Children's
Coats we have ever carried.
Pretty
long coats iu all colors and mixture·.

Largest

street,

Norway, Maine.

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

TORTURING PAIN.

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

Half This Man's Sufferings Would
Have Killed Many a Person,

—

patterns and clean

up stock.

But Dean's Cured Him.

Thousands of grateful people are tell·
ing every day how Doan's Kidney Pilla
cured them of distressing and dangerous
kidney and bladder troubles.
Yet other thousands are suffering every
day from these same ills. Why? They
are either very negligent or very skeptical. Neglect of kidney disorders leads to
dropsy, diabetes. Blight's disease and
other fatal diseases.
Sincere, honest testimony like the following should convince every skeptic.
A. C. Sprague, stock dealer, of Normal.
"For two whole years I
111., writes:
was doing nothing but buying medicines
to cure my kidI do
ney β.
not think that

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth

MAINE.

NORWAY,
E. W.

StsM

any

The pain in my
back

Builders' Finish!
Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kln<l of Klolsh for InsMe or
OutaMe work, semi In your orders. Pine Lum
ber an>l Shingles on haiul Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Mafehed Hani Wood Floor Boaη 1b for sale.

W. CHANDLER,

Maine

Went Sumner

Nasal

CATARRH

Hearts

In a!I Its stases there
should be cleanliness.

to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of erery
hundred people who have heart trouble
remember when it was simple Indigescases of
tion. It la » scientific fact that ail

Elj's Cream Calm

Are due
one
can

cieanses, soothes and heaj
•he diseased membrane.
It cuts catarrh and drives

only
heart disease, not organic,
Inditraceable to. but are the direct result of
the
stomach
Into
taken
gestion. All food
and
which fails of perfect digestion ferments
the
swells the stomach, puffing it up against
of
heart. This interferes with the action
time that
the heart, and in the course of
diseased.
delicate but vital organ becomes
are

not

a

way

quickly.

cold in the bead

placed Into the nostrils, spreads
irer the membrans and is absorbed. Relief Is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 80 eentg at Drugmail.
gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by
ELY BKOTIIERS, 56 Warren Street, New York
Cream Balm is

I had irtcmach
Mr. D. Kauble. aI Nevada. O.. says:
aa I had heart trouble
trouble and «ras In a bad state Cure tor afccut (our
with It 1 took Kodol Dyspepsia
Booths and It cured me.

Picture Frames

Kodol Digests What You Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of all pressure.
2 S times the trial
Bottle· only. S1.00 Site hoidtne
for 50c,

and Pictures,

size, which aella

OMIOAOOk
Prepared by I. 0. DeWITT ft 00..

Eastern Steamship Company.

&

Portland Division.

High

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

new

Commencing June Uth, from Portland
8 r. v., and from Boston at 7 »\ m.
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.
at

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and Geoeral Manager, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Austin

M
9

J.
The

1

Tenney,

emlr»ty Trftabl· remedy for
aduiU. 55c alyour ilrufcint·.
Titl'Κ X CO., Ankuri. Me.

iu cblklrtn

1>1L J. I

or

Jobbing promptly
Telephone connection.

Eyes

charge
Maine.

Norway,

will be at Elm House, Norway,
ist, and ist Tuesday
Office
of each following month.

:3ο A. M. to 4
Examined free.

to.

NOTICE.

p. m.

David L. Kenlston anil Jesse O. Kenlston are
working farms (or me, without lease. In Stoneham, Maine- All crops growu thereon this vear,
and all live stock owued by them, and by Klora
Kenlston. May 31,1905, except one bay mare and
her colt by her side, are now mine. Herl>crt M.
Adams, North Lovell. Maine, alone has my authority to collect money for pasturage, and to
make sales of stock, crop», and cream, subject
to mr approval, and collect purchase money
therefor. No milk nor butter to be sold.
ERNEST S. BARTLETT, Ionia, Mich.

Wanted.
A woman to keep house for two
small boys.
R. E. STONE, Hebron.

a

country,

an

homes. Pleasure and show and
Dress for the women! Gems for
the women! And a rich husband! There
is the poisoned lure that tempts our
maidens! Pleasure and show and money!
And of·these three but one is essential;
money, for money will buy the other
two. Does any one doubt that thousands
of our women are practically selling
themselves for money in marriage and
then selling themselves again for money
in divorce? Does any one doubt that this
pressure for riches brought upon men by
can

money!

sweethearts
our women
is a fundamental cause of
that is more and more

(wives,

ciety,)
honesty

so-

the dis-

tainting

and political life? Ah, now
the word, the bitter, woundword—dishonesty! There is the dan-

our business
we have said

ing

and

that threatens this republic—dieonesty among its citizens. All other
evils are less than this, all cures for evils
are vain until this evil is cured, for the

fer

whole principle of representative governfails abjectly when the peoment
ple strive only to plunder and betray the

people!

CURED

pound of quinces to ten pounds

rhages,"

"I took treatment with several
without any benefit. I then
get
started to take Foley's Honey and Tar
aud my lungs are now as sound as a bulJAM FOR CAKE.
I recommend it in advanced stages
Allow five quarts of grape juice to let.
trouble." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
three quarts of chopped apples which of lung
Boil until
have
not
been pared.
Wife (snappishly)—Why do you smoke
To what tribe of Indians does this soft, mash through a sieve, and allow those horrid cigars?
of a pint of sugar to one
three-quarters
Husband—Because I can't afford to
tH*y belong?
pint of jam. Simmer for twenty buy Paris bonnets and Havana cigars,
Su. 211.—A Cube.
minutes, or until thick.
too.
·
·
·
·
WILD GRAI'E JELLY.
2
1

Pick the ripe grapes just as they begin
change color. Crush the fruit and
cook throughly, then drain in a jelly bag
Boil this juice for one-half
over night.
hour, skimming frequently. Allow three
pints of sugar to two quarts of juice, and
boil until it jellies.

·

•

to

·
·

•

J

Xj. M. Longloy,

Tuesday, Aug.
ίο

No

for team.

Oculist,

hours,

attended

richcst society,—is

HEMORRHAGES OF THE
LUNGS.
of grapes. Do not pare or remove the
"Several years since my lungs were so
and
seeds of the quinces. Boil together,
badly affected that I had many hemorstrain the same as in other kinds of jelly,
writes A. M. Ake of Wood,

•

·

·

·

*

4

•

8

•

·

«

«

•

·

·

·

SPICED GRAPES.

Take eleven pounds of grapes, squeeze
·
the pulp from the skins. Scald the pulp
·
·
·
·
β
β
until the seeds will separate
work through a colander, and throw
away the seeds. Place the pulp and
skins in a porcelain kettle, with one
quart of strong vinegar, six poundsι of
·
•
·
suirar two tablespoonfuls of ground cin
1 to 2. unimportant. 2 to 4. period ot namon, one tablespoonful each of cloves
one-hall
time. 3 to 4, closer. 1 to 3, suffering. and allspice. Boil one and
hours stirring often to preveut burning.
1 to 5, doorkeeper, δ to 6, defeated.
®n
This quantity will make one 8®
5 to 7, unmannerly. 3 to 7. the powei done
and is very nice with cold meats.
a
in
of the universe. 2 to ti, inclosed
Place in a stone jar, with cloth and paper
yard. 4 to 8. to get red. 7 to 8, a uum- tied over it.
ber. 0 to 8, head of a university.

J°n

SAUCE.

CHILI

It is better to use
toes for this recipe.

The UrrKi Lottery.

half-ripened
Peel four

toma-

q"a^

May—You have never tukeu part in and cut them in halves, drain on a β eve
game of chance, have you?
and then chop fine. Chop two onions
Ethel—No. but I am going to be mar- and two red peppers; add these to the

a

tomatoes, with half a cupful of grated
horseradish, half a cupful of salt, one
A Duuunu.
cupful of mustard seed, one tablespoonSo smile away; folks understand what by ful of white pepper,
a smile is meant—
suirar, one tablespoonful of ground cin
It's worth a million dollars, and it doesn't
bait a tablespoonful each of

Ind.

physicians

feet Swollen to immense size.
"I had kidney trouble so bad that I
could not work," says J. J. Cox of Valley View, Ky., "my feet were swollen to
immense size and I was confined to my
bed and physiciane were unable to give
me any relief.
My doctor finally prescribed Foley's Kidney Cure which
made a well man of me." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

dropped in to see
to-day, and—"
Wicks—"Sorry, old man, but I've
been touched, too; can't lend you a
Hicks—"My

me

at the office

wife

cent."

Kill—"Of course," said
to
Dabster, "I only write poetry to kill
time, not to sell"—

Enough

"Well," quietly replied Crittick, handing back the manuscript, "if Time
weren't next to immortal, I'm sure you'd
be successful."

to Mother·.
Examine carefully every bottle of 0ASTORIA,
a ufe and (are remedy for Infant· and children,

Important

and

see

that it

ried next week.

cost

Key

building and new
equipment throughout, revised courses
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
With large,

FILL OUT. CLT OFF AND MAIL TO US.

new

has the best facilities in the world for
GIVING FULL INFORMATION
young men and women.
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
To
training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss
Street, graduates.
Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
City or town, upoa request. of A call at the school will
its superiority.
FALL
convince you
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER IS.
Stale.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

ÏÏ,

cent.

α

to

the l'ailler.

No. 226.—Diamond: 1. A.
Asp. 3.
Maple. 4. Breathe. 5. Asparagus. (L
Paragon. 7. Wagon. S. Hut. U. S.
No. 227.— A Familiar Quotation:
-.

"Come into the garden. Maud."
No. 228.—Primal Acrostic: Primais—
Agnsslz. Crosswords—1. Agrioola. 2.
Gnu. 3. Amend. 4. Sou. 5. Siudbad.

bric-a-brac.
No. 230.—Heads and Tails: Cart art,
car.
Clauip, lamp, clam. Wink, ink.
win. Fire, Ire, iir.
No. 231.—An Anagram: Baltimore.
No. 232.
Missing Words: Bicycle,

now

only

durable,

Paroid

Paris. 2. Aside. 3. Hi-sen. 4. Ideas. 5.
2. Azure.
3.
II.—1. Larch.
4. Crane. 5. H.'len.
No. 234.—Divided Poets: 1. Dry-den.
2. Ba con. 3. Shake-syeare. 4. CampSense.
Rural.

good,
satisfactory

how

Roofing

bell.

really is; if you only knew how easily it can be
put on and how long it lasts; if you only know
what a good all-round roof it is, you would save
money by using it for every building on the place.
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
any one can lay it. Let us prove to you what the
genuine Paroid Kooting wiil do.
Send for Free Sample
It will
and book on "Building Economy."
money. Don't take a cheap imitation, (jet the
the roof that lasts. A complete rooting
kit in every roll.
S. P. MAXIM A

save

you

genuine—

South

Parie,

where all else fails.

Graadmama—When

Maine.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular· addreas,

SIMON STAHL,

me

Granddaughter—If a man kissed
on the brow I'd just call him down a

me

courting

the brow.

ϋ

CAN

FRUIT.

DOCTORS COULD NOT HELP HER.
fruit there are a few rules
"I had kidney trouble for years,"
that must be strictly observed in order
to insure success. The glass Inmost writes Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shelton,
not help
be heated slowly and kept very hot until Wash., "and the doctors could

canning

they

are

tilled.

water, with a teaspoonful of ammonia m
George—Well, now that you've reit
The fruit must be put in the jars
we must part forboiling hot and eealed immediately. fused me, I suppose

When the jars

are

cold give the tops an ever?

"The proportion of

sugar used in berries and fruit that is not very acid is
only one-half to three-quarters of a
pound of sugar to a P°u°d
Make a sirup of the sugar with a little
water, and, when hot, put in the berries
and bring to the boiling point. Fill the
jars two-thirds full of fruit and the rest
of it with the juice. Peaches and pears
require a few minutes boiling, but watch
that they do not fall to pieces, and never
use the fruit overripe.

Sjjf:

me

he

lit-

"Don't you think Misa Wadleigh has
nerve to wear such an open work
waist?" "I don't know about that, but I
can see she has lota of backbone."

lots of

Avoid serious results of kidney or
bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

ι

Builds up
the

George.
going to
Friday night?

Gladys—Why,

remember you
the opera

no,

were

Don't you
take me to

NEW JERSEY EDITOR'S TESTIMONIAL.
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Philipsburg, N. J., Daily Poet, writes: "I have
A

used many kinds of medicines for coughs
never any-

and colds in my family but

thing so good

as

Foley's Honey and Tar.
praise of it."

I cannot say too much in
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Clara—Did you and Jack have much
trouble in getting father's consent?
Clarice—No; but father and I had an
awful job getting Jack's consent.

For Infants and Children.

the best of all, especially fcr general debility. I
have roceived great benefit I
from Its use, and therefor· I
eive you this testimonial."— I
W. Thornton, Chairman Se- 1
lectmen, Chestervllle, Maine
Bitters

"don't

κ lu

know nie, do you?

the course."

it

Oh, I'm 'bogy' ut

"Should say you were a bogy. What
do you want to scare a fellow like that
for, and what have you been doing?"
"Oh, I'm just practicing for the sum-

similating foe Food andBeguiating the Stomachs andBowels of
Relicts the Olstraes of Wuk
Digestion, Purifies the Blood
and Clear* the Brain

Promotes

TIM famou· little

works are built up with 8.000 and the
Old Testament contains 5,<>42.
Our language therefore is not, after
all, so formidable as it seems when we
hear of a dictionary of 250,000 words.

Clever Willi lier Month.

To write and even to sew by means
of the lips and tongue alone would
seem a sheer impossibility, and yet
Dr. Rubinstein of Wertheim-on Main,
a medical expert of reputation in Germauy. according to the London Globe,
vouches for having himself seen an
authentic instance. The case was that
of a young girl, paralyzed in all her
limbs from the age of seven to fourteen, when she died. Tills atilicted little creature, by a triumph of will and
patience than which, in its own way,
few finer achievements have been recorded, trained lips and tongue to do
the work of the hand, and to do It well,
for she could not only sew, but could

do it with neatness and speed, even arranging pieces of light stuff in their
places by the same means. In three
weeks she embroidered designs in silk
on a piece of canvas some yards long.
Criera at the Pari·· Halle·.

The

position

of crier at the

I

lïiiiiMéÎiïi

Worms Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss of Sleep.
Facsimile Signature of
NEW YORK.

CASTORIA

Alb month'

1) < > S

l· S

JjC

I

MS

EXACT COBV OF WRARBCRp

TNI

ALMOST
AS
GOOD
AS

01 NT AU « COMPANY. NCW TORI cmr.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

is «ι metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Kural Free Delivery L'arriei
brings it to your door three times every week. ami
Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
and contains all the most important news cf The Daily

Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not

touch
newspaper you may be kept in close
news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only *1.50 per year, but you can secure it v> ith
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,
time for a

A

daily

with all important

DAILY

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Taris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

DECORATE.
Handsomest Stallion in Maine.

Every inch

king.

a

1Jlack stallion, white ankles

hands, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.
Sired by Dark Devil, 2.0!), by Mambkino Kino, "The Handsomest Horse in
Jewel (Dam of Lord March, 2.111-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jewel.
hind ankle
King, (p) 2.19 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.^1 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Ai.mont Jk., IS:.".».
white. Foaled June 8, 1880.
Record 2.20.
Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 :J-4 ; Ward well, 2.14 1-4; Globe, 2.14 3-4;
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4; And 40 others
behind,

10

in 2.30.

WHEELER, SOUTH

DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J.
TARIS, MAINE. TERMS : #25 TO WARRANT.

1902.

DIRECT.

COUNT

colt, large stripe, front
Bred at Village Farm.

Black

ankles white, hind

Sired by Direct

Hai,,

legs

2d

by

I)atu of t'hlmeebrlno (4), 2.28 1 -I, fire of KlorMa
Chimes (p), 2.16 1-4, unit 2 ottaere In 2.30.

dam, Toilet,

Dam of Keel<luary
2.20 1-4.

Mambrino

King,

by Almont, Jr.,

Legatee, 2.31 1-2; Ueyser Hoy,

by Dictator,

3d dam, Mermaid,

Osrak-tta, 2.29 3-4: grainlam of
Lucretla, 2.20; Blaine, 2.27 1-2; «lain of Almont
Dictator, hire of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S

Foaled Juue 25,

white.

2.04 1-4.

Dam, The Countess

Sinter of I.a

Makes

YbttT* Old

STABLE,

1829.

113.

PARIS,

SOUTH

1279.

ME.

ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

Cooking Easy

RciTipe, "toMen.

zrv

99

£?ccAa^e

I. W.SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

j. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,

Telephone

Connection.

QUAKER RANGE

NORWAY.

Taris

—

"Electrified."

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

Meat Market.' to

DjWjtyi KaMw j

I I

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

A perfect Remedy forConstipaΠοη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Glenwood

only.—Blackwood's.

S",nh"f a*

JuttM II

Abc Smut»*

R*k*lUSJijidttS—Λ *■

TERMS : §25 TO WARRANT.

On to Him.—"Tes," said the red eyed
The startling physiological effects of
clerk, "I'm a little late this morning. electricity upon the human system fulThe midnight oil, you know"—
VIRGINIA CHOU CHOD.
ly warrant the use of the word as a
Fresh meats of all kinds constantly on
"H'm!"
Interrupted his employer, superlative term to express enthusiasChop very fine one dozen and a half of
band.
the
time
eh?
next
paint
yon
"oil,
Well,
onions, three heads of cabbage, one
conditions. This expression must
the town I'd advise yon to nse water tic
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
have come into use at an early day,
colors exclusively."
and
a
of
tomatoes
Fresh fish arrives every Monday afterpwk
ripe
Boon after Franklin made the static
noon and Tbureday morning.
Are you lacking in strength and vigor? •lectrlcal machine a matter of general
Am shipping live stock every week,
night. Drain it well the next morning. Are you weak? Are you In pain? Do you knowledge, for Thomas Jefferson in
Add one pound of brownsugar, one tea- feel all run down? The blessings of health bis autobiography stated, "Palne's and paying full market price.
cupful of grated horseradish, one tab e- and strength come to all who use Hollis- 'Common Sense' electrified us." ThomT. Thayer,
spoonful of ground mustard, one table- ter's Rooky Mountain Tea. 36 cents. F.
as Palne's book was issued Jan. 1,
spoonful of mustard wed, the same quan- A. Shurtleff & Go.; Orin Stevens.
1776, and as Jefferson's autobiography MARKET SQUARE, SOUTH PARIS.
tity of black pepper, one ounoe of celery
was founded on his diary It Is probabla
Howell—How many languages do you
■eed and one ounce of tumeric. Put au
that the sentence was written by JefIn a kettle and cover with good vinegar- speak? Powell—Well, I used to tmnk
that I spoke English, but that was bo- ferson at the same time.—Electrical ReBoll three or four minute·, stirring
view.
tore I married a Boa ton girl.
often. Then put in Jar·,—to.

|

Jèaft c/OU.DrSiMUB.tu\JŒB
flmçii» Seid"

You Can Save Something
Every DayWith A New

Skeats' Etymological Dictionary, which
is limited to primary words (that is to
say, it would explain luck, but not
lucky or unlucky or luckless), deals
with no more than 13,000 and among
them are some really antiquated ones
which were used some centuries ago,
but are now to be found in the dictionary

pill··

of

ΐίοτ "Narc otic

■

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

days,

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral

and her sr-ld husband may be dissolved according to law In such cases made and provided.
Hated at Paris, this 1Mb day of Augu t. A. D.
ELS A K. CUM MINGS.
1905.

°ΰΖ' Early Risers

Signature

Digcstion.Cheerful·

on

ploy
speakers may even rise to a command
of 10,000.
Shakespeare, who had a
greater wealth of expression than any
other writer, produced all his plays
Milton's
with about 15,000 words.

Bears the

Opium,Morphine

treatment, also being able to labor and provl le
for her he grossly, wuntonly an I cruelly neglect
ed to provide suitable maintenance for lier;
that the residence of the libelle Is not known to
your libellant and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore t-lie prays right and justice and that
the bunds of matrimony existing between her

You see, there is a golf course
the edge of this pond, and I have
STATE OF MAINE.
lenrned the game from hearing it so
88.
OXFORD,
August ISth, 1905.
cooler
mueb
so
it's
see,
often, and, you
Persona'ly appeared the above named Eisa Κ.
down here to play than In that hot Cummlngs ami
made oath that the statement
field, and then they knock so many relative to residence of said libellée Is true and
that it cannot be ascertained by reasonable
balls in the pond that I am well sup- diligence.
Before me,
plied. Now, if you wili just be caddie
C. Β BENSON.
I'll go on with the game."
Justice of the Peace.
is
the
"What
game?"
a
on
ball
lily pad (seal.)
State of Maine.
"Oh, just put the
and pound it with this club and yell Oxfokd, 88.
next
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation. I
'Fore!' and if you find it before
August 30, A. D. l'J05. (
week you win the game."
Upon the Foregoing Libel, ORDERED,
"Oh. I see," said the eel. "And if you That the Libellant give notice to the said
don't find it the other fellow wins. I'll Libellée, to appear before the Justice of our
Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Parle,
cuddle for you. All ready."
within and for the County of Oxford, on the
on
a
lily pad second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1005, by
Mr. Perch put the ball
publishing an attested copy of said libel ami
nnd gave It a good rap. Mr. Eel open- this order thereon, three weeks successively In
ed his mouth wide and caught the ball. the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed in
Paris, In our County of Oxford, the first publi"Can you find it?" said he.
cation to be 30 days at least prior to said second
Mr. Perch looked in vain. "I can't Tuesday of Oct., 1905, that he may there ami
then in our said Court appear and show cause,
seem to locate it," Me said hopelessly.
If any he have, why the prayer of said Libellant
eel.
should not be granted.
said
the
see
It
"I>on't
myself,"
8. C. ST ROUT,
with a smile.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of libel ami order of court thereon.
"I guess it went out of bounds." sugAttest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
gested the perch.
"I think it's Inside, though," smiled
STATE OF MAINE.
the eel. "Do you give it up?"
OXFORD, 88.
"I do." said Mr. Perch sadly.
Leander S. Hillings of Paris, In said County,
"So do I." said the eel. coughing it plaintiff, vs. C. L. Saunders, commorant of said
Paris, defendant.
out of his mouth, "and I guess I win."
[SEAL.]
AIWTBACT OF PLAINTIFF'S WHIT.
Moral.—You can be cheated at any
Writ dated July 3, 1905; returnable to the
Journal.
even
game,
golf.—Detroit
Supreme Judicial Court at said I'arl8 on the
second Tuesday of October, 1905. The action le
to enforce a Hen on certain buildings erected for
Cruelty to Aninutla.
a stage, covered and closed in, and other buildthe
near
city
Colonel Martin, resident
ings, erected on leased land in the said Parle,
of Galway, on the southern border of known as Pine Tree Park, formerly called Electra
said Hen being for lumber ami mateCounemara, Ireland, was probably the rialsPark;
to the amount of (52.82 furnished by plainfirst to start the worthy humanitarian tiff to defendant In the erection of said buildings.
The Items In the account are as follows :
crusade against cruelty to animals. The
C. L. Saunders to L. S. Billings, Dr.
surprised British house of lords shout- Juno. To 12 cedar posts
$ 2-16
ed insult and derision at Lord Erskine June 27. " 113 ft. tlr sheathing
2.26
"
Λ·Μ
257 ft. spruce, 2 χ 5, 3 χ 4
when iu 1811 he ventured to gently
'·
300 ft. Ν. C. P. 3-8 sheathing... 5.40
"
5 cedar posts
1-50
plead the cause of dumb brutes. The
"
·■>
25 cedar buttings
British house of commons would have
June 28. " Λ* ft. hemlock, χ 7
12.1treated Martin iu the same manner June 29. " 1000 ft. hemlock boards
14 00
"
«00 ft. hemlock boards
8.40
30.
when he introduced his bill for the pre- June
«
»
oo 1-23-8 N. C. P. sheathing.... 1.09
vention of cruelty to animals but for
Total amount
152 82
wholesome regard for his dueling repuThe property wae attached to enforce said lien
tation.
July 3, 1905, and the ollicer'a return aUo Is dated
"Dick Martin's act," as the humani- July 3,1905.
STATE OF MAINE.
tarian statute was known, was passed
S. J. Court, in vacation. {
in 1822, "a memorable date in the his- OXFORD, 88.
August 29,1905. {
Ordered: That the plaintiff In this action
tory of humane legislation." On June
to the defendant notice of the pendency
24, 1824, Colonel Martin and a few give
thereof by
an attested abstract of
other benevolent individuals met in this writ andpublishing
an attested copy of this order there
London and formed the first society for on, showing the date of said writ, when and
where returnable, the names and alleged reMthe prevention of cruelty to animals. dcnces of the parties thereto, the uature of the
the nature and amount of the alleged
action,
movement
the
later
spread
Forty years
the Items In the account annexclaim,
In 180G Henry Bergh ed, the Including
to America.
date of the attachment by virtue of said
writ, and the date of the ofllcer'e return thereon,
formed the New York society.
once a week three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, the last publication to be at
least two weeks prior to the second Tuesday of
Worrit· In lue.
October,
190."», that he may then appear at a term
Ordinary well educated people use of the Supreme Judicial Court then to be begun
from 3,000 to 4,000 words in conversa- and holden at Paris In the County of Oxford,
and make answer.
tion. Accurate thinkers and reasoners,
A. R. SAVAGE,
Justice 8. J. Court.
who avoiil vague and general expresA true abstract of said writ aud a true copy
sions and wait till they tind a word of the order thereon.
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
that exactly lits their meaning, emWright & Wheeler, Attorneys for Plaintiff.
of course a largrr stock; eloquent
mer.

Always Bought

ÀVegetable Preparationfor As

habits of Intoxication and of cruel and abusive

uysklk"

«£.·■·£

good for

The Kind You Have

Sjstem

Good advice to women. If you want a halles, or central markets, is one
beautiful complexion, clear skin, bright which, in view of recent reve'ations in
eyes, red lips, good health, take HolTis- a case before the law courts, ought not
ter's Rocky Mountain Tea. There is to be despised. The men who cry Gati1237 Farm Hunters answered our newsnothing like it. 35 cents, Tea or Tab- nais fowls for sale earn £20 α month.
lets. F.
A. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin
paper advertising during July.
Those who sell Brittany fowls get f 16 a
If you want to p<>t a quick, cash sale
Stevens.
month, and those who dispose of ducks •rite today for our Fit Ε Κ description
Rabbits
flanks, so that your farm may lie brought
Maud—Were you not embarrassed only receive £10 per month.
.·> the attention of these Farm Buyers.
when young Dr. Jones asked for yonr bring the crier only a pittance, for
We require no advance payment
hand?
£8 a month is all he gets. Not every- "Strout's Bargain List" of big trade*
knew
I
Ethel—Dear me, yes!
hardly
body can be a crier, for unless you mailed free.
Lay the cucumbers in a crock after whether he wanted to take me or my have sound vocal chords and a passable
clean.
washed
Dissolve
have
been
they
pulse.
voice you will not be engaged. It also
Une cooking salt in boiling
ISO Nimu St., Ν. Y. Tr.mont Tempi·, B08T0N
a man with a strong constiturequires
ing it quite strong, and poar over tne
Agent·.
USED FOR PNEUMONIA.
β
tion, for the crier Is at work from
cucumbers -bile hot Cover. *>d let
D. M.
W. O. FROTHINGHAM, South Porta.
Dr. C. J. Bishop of Agnew, Mich., o'clock in the
morning till 8 o'clock In
Then pour
stand twenty-four hoars.
FRENCH, Norway.
"I have used Foley's Honey and
the evening, and on an average he
off this brine, put the cucumbers in the says,
Tar in three very severe cases of pneunickle jar, with layers of mixed spices
should sell 2,000 fowls per hour.—Lonmonia with good results in every case."
between and pour over them enough
Shurtleff & don Globe.
F.
A.
substitutes.
Refuse
Wnegarbroughtto a boil toooverthem. Co.
to eat in a few
These will be

Foley's Kidney Cure makes the disready
eased kidneys sound so they will elimi- are always firm and will keep
nate the poisons from the blood. F. A. two
years.
Shurtleff Λ Co.

he's absent."

£γλ5

grandpapa

"Ah! pretty lady!" exclaimed the
fortune teller, "you have come to find
your future husband?" "Not much!"
replied the pretty lady. "I've come to
learn where my present husband la when1

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

"tnf-1 --ViAYmi.v

yonr

P.

always kissed

was
on

tle bit.

In any

35 cents.

A. Shurtleff à Co. ; Orin Stevens.

AGENTS,

TO

In

CUCUMBEB OIL PICKLE.
Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
adapted for chronic throat troubles and
Take good sized cucumbers, wash and
will positively cure bronchitis, hoarsewipe dry; do not peel. SUoethem thin,
ness and all bronchial diseases.
Refuse and
sprinkle salt on each layer. Let
substitutes. P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
them remain one day and two nights,
them two or three hours. Foir one
Teacher—Now, Tommy, if your father drain
had 20 dozen eggs in his store and found dozen cucumbers take one quart of vinethat 18 of them were bad, how much gar, two-thirds of a cupful of wUad ο
half a cupful of white musUrd seed, onewould he lose?
half of a cupful of black mustard seed,
Tommy—Nothin'. I guess you don't one
tablespoonful of celery seed, six
know pa.
small onions sliced thin; add thec?cu.™~
Rheumatism, gout, backache, acid bers and mix well. In three weeks the
poison, are results of kidney trouble. pickle will be ready for use. Stir ocHollister's Rocky Mountain Tea goes casionally.
directly to the seat of the disease and
EASY CUCUMBER
PICKLES.
cures

SON,

"Before we were married," she comground mace and clove», and one quart
"you wanted to buy me everyplained,
near
for
Cook
of vinegar.
y
steadily
saw." "I do still, darling,
two hours, stirring frequently. Tut m thing you
but I'm so blindly in love with you that
while
hot.
or
bottles
jare
I can't see much."

—

circle, obstacle, vehicle, spectacle,
Icicle, pinnacle, miracle, clavicle.
No. 233.—Two Word Squares: I.—1.

knew how

In Use For Over SO Year·.
The Kind Ton Have Alwiyv Bought.

Some cooks heat them me. I tried Foley's Kidney Cure, and
and I
in the oven, and others put them in a the very first dose gave me relief
I cannot say too much
am now cured.
water
the
letof
cold
on
stove,
large pan
ti. indigo. 7. Zitheru.
the water for Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. ShurtCharade: Brick-a, brack- ting them stay there until
No. 221).
boils
Soak the rubber bande in cold leff <ft Co.

—

If you

CUP{UL°.

°?e

and

CASTORIA

"I have tried many kind· of
medicines for headache and
bilious affections, and consider the True 'L. F.' Atwood'a

STATE OF ITIAINEOXFORD, 88.
To the Hon. Justice of the Supreme Judicial
Court next to be holden nt Pari», within ami for
the County of Oxford, on the second Tuesday
of October, A. D. 1005.
Respectfully represents, Eisa Κ. Cumminirs
of Parle, In the County of Oxford, that her maiden name was Κ lea Kuetaana Mikkonen, that she
wan lawfully married to Tom Cummlntrn, then
of said Parle, under only the name of Alar Kustano Mlkkoneu on the 29th day of Mar, A. D.
1903, at West Pari*. In Pnrls, in eald Oxford
County; that thev lived together η» husband and
wife, at said Parle, until the fourth dav of June,
A. P. 11)0,1, when he ran away ; that she had always been true and faithful but he, wholly regardless of his vows, during the time she live t
with him was guilty of gross and conllrmed

profligate example in this
example that threatens the
sanctity and stability of countless Ameri-

setting

DELICATE JELLY.

^
Β

Plumbing and Heating.

our

If one of our writers twenty years ago or
even ten years ago had dared to question
the honesty of the American people, he
would have been counted an impudent
renegade, a babbler whose stupid insults
would have aroused only contemptuous
smiles. But to-day it is different, our
eyes have been opened, and, without
surprise though with dismay, we see
able men commissioned by our great
magazines to go from city to city, from
state to etate, from one business enetrpriee to another, with the sole purpose
of proving the existence of wholesale
corruption in public and private affairs.
And month after month we read these
as if
squeezing through a jelly bag. Boil this ghastly revelations until it seems all
juice steadily for twenty minutes, and everything is rotten, all our cities,
stir in sugar equal in weight to the juice. our states, the whole world of business
Boil for five minutes, remove the scum and finance, even our national governLet the jelly ment, even our courts. And we take it
and turn into glasses.
stand in a sunny window for a day, then as a matter of course !—Cleveland Moffett
cover and put away in a cold, dry closet in Success.

ELIXIR

on τ mrr.

worma

"best"—that is

one pint of sugar to one pint of
Put the sugar in the oven and
it piping hot without melting it.

TRUES

Franklin

LISCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
F.

thing,

allowing

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

senses! What wonder if
the unsophisticated West is yielding to
this contamination, as appears in a
recent Boston paper which speaks editorially of "an entertainment in Minneapolis where three hundred men gathered to enjoy the dancing of a nude artists' model!"
All of which means, if It means anythat a powerful element in our

juice.

L. M. TUFTS,

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

Rests

jaded

for their

—

one

A
Wonderful
Medicine

challenging the devil to offer any fillip

CHIPS.

To ten pounds of pears allow five
of sugar, one-fourth of a pound
of Canton or green ginger, and five
No. 230.—Proirreaalve Enlenm.
lemons. Core and peel the pears, and
so much thai
The man at the
cut them in email pieces; mix with them
the
of
landlady
the
courtesy
only
the sugar and ginger and leave over
kept her quiet.
night. The next morning wash and dry
the lemons, cut them in pieces and take
Ko, 237.—Quadruple Acrostic.
out the seeds. Cook the mixture very
[Each word contains four letters.l
slowly for three hours.
Initials read dowuward, to boast;
PRESERVED QUINCES.
external
appearance
read
upward,
Peel and core the fruit, and cut into
Finals read downward, a dull color,
slices. Place them in the preserving
read upward, a poet.
kettle, with a little water (about threeCrosswords: 1. To tie together. 2. A quarters of a pint to five pounds of
4
3. An operatic air.
loud sound.
fruit), covering them with the parings of
the quinces, put the cover on the kettle
Clothing.
and allow the contents to simmer until
Xo. 2:iS.—Apocopes.
soft; then lift out the slices of the
[Example: Αικκ-opate a knot of rib quinces and run the juice through the
bons and have a fowl. Answer—Cock jelly bag or cloth. For every pint of
juice weigh out a pound of sugar and
ade, cock.]
both into the pan. Stir the juice
Apocopate to perplex or impede and put until the
well,
sugar is dissolved and it
leave meat.
begins to boil, then stop stirring and boil
Ai»ocoyate a toy and leave an ani the syrup for ten minutes more, clearing
mal.
off all the scum as it arises. Put in the
Apocopate sorrowful and leave a slices of quince and simmer them in the
syrup until clear, which will take from
plant.
half an hour. Lift
Apocopate a candle and leave η twenty minutes to
out the slices and place them in glass
plant
jars. Allow the syrup to cool a little
before pouring over the quinces. Tie
No. 2.'t».—Letter Charade.
down the jars when cold.
My first, at seeing, hints you'll And
If you to solve me art· inclined.
QUINCE MARMALADE.
My second railway lines has started,
Wash and dry the quinces, cutting off
Kealms begun and great worlds parted.
the blossom end, cut in small pieces and
My Tiuiti) mid Joys of home and love
take out the core.
Nearly cover the
doth
move.
round
Forever In a
fruit with cold water in a preserving
fain
nations
of
head
last,
though
My
kettle and cook slowly, until it is very
Must come to naught and end In vain.
soft; then rub the fruit through a sieve.
Through me more men have lost theh Weigh it, and for every pound allow
lives—
three-fourths of a pound of granulated
Though who partakes of me revives—
sugar. Heat the sugar and add it to the
Than ever died the wide world o'er
fruit pulp and simmer for about twenty
By other cause on any shore.
minutes, taking care not to let it burn.
Turn into small jars or glassee, cover,
Industry is advanced by me
or
land
on
sea;
More than by ai:ght
and put away like jelly.
On land, on water, underground.
CRAB-APPLE JELLY.
By all who s.-ek I can be found.
Leave the fruit whole, cutting off the
Ko. 240.—An Indian Boy.
stem and blossom end, put them into the
kettle and nearly fill with cold water;
cover and cook slowly until tender; then
mash the fruit and drain it, without

Use

The Foxy Eel

spectacular

men;) applauding
ures of the stupid Seeley revel; gambling,
gorging, drinking, gallivanting, in short

pounds

Grade Portrait Work

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

7 P. M.

PEAB

our

The True "L. f."

(the newspapers foroe us to follow
"Good gracious!" cried Conger Eel,
them) we find them parading like eccen- «lipping quickly to one Hide as a most
tricities, taking off shoes and stockings wonderful creature came sliding toin Baltimore after a fashionable gatherward him. "What In the name of Neping to wade in a public fountain; playing
leap frog in Washington (men and tune Is this?"
"Fore!" yelled the creature, dashing
women,) after a smart dance; wandering
off for hours in the Bois de Boulogne (in past him.
couples with husbands and wives sepa"What for?" gasped Conger, wigrated,) after a brilliant Paris dinner; gling his whiskers.
contortions
to
the
body
body
watohing
"Ho. ho!" laughed the other. "Don't
of young woman and a boa constrictor
a company of
before
York
New
in
(this
unmentionable feat-

—

we were

follow

we

rich

—

It is

EXTRAVAGANCE

BICH.

Wherever

Never use a tin or pewter epoon or a
No. 235.—Botanical Poule.
tin skimmer, as it imparts an nnpleasant
Fill the blanks with botanical names
Savor to the fruit. Always remove the
Near tLie blue waters of Botany
scum from your preserves while they are
a
looking old man wearing a black boiling as quickly as it arises. The folhat was walking lowing recipes may be found very satisand flue
A merry boy came bj factory:
along the
011 the snud
and
TENNE8SEE PEACH JAM.
and began to
Running after him came a smiling lit
Use half a pound of sugar to one
floating on tin pound of fruit. Peel and remove the
tel girl, her
?" said the olfl stones from the fruit. Cut up in very
breeze. "Who are
small pieces and mash thoroughly with
man.
"Why do you Interrupt my
a wooden potato masher and cook for
to
tht
The
meditations?"
an hour, stirring most of the time. Add
little girl's cheeks and turned them the
sugar and cook another hour. Soft,
Her
quivered, and she said. yellow peaches are good for this jam.
"We meant 110 harm, sir." Then tht

boy said: "It is
going home."

RECKLESS

OF THE

How to Make Preserves and Pickles.

Mouldings si.

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

$1.25.

steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

J.

mtÊi

Democrat,

THE

BT

lWi*.

AO Aoi")*! story For
Litti* PolKs

DISHONESTY CAUSED

DISCONTENT AND

°sarri^sfflrs!isïîSK·
Pail·.
Oolxjwk, Oxford

Mats, Mirrors

SoM by F- Λ. Sburtleff & Co.

Faro

so

I used three boxes and they cured me.
Now I can go anywhere and do as much
I sleep well aud feel no disas anybody.
comfort at all."
A FREE TKIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Sprague will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

Weak

Superb

was

bad that I
could not sleep
at night. I
could not ride
A. c. spragce.
even
a horse and sometimes wai uuable
My coudition was critto ride in a car.
ical when I sent for Doau's Kidney Pills.

I will fumlah DOORS an·! WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style as reasonable price*.

E.

I
lived.

as

and

did

CHANDLER,

ever

man

suffered

Dinger that Threatens the Nation.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

on

remove

as

they

are

without bolts.

50 CtS.D0W""d 50 CtS.
George

·

put

Week at

Hobbs'

W.

Variety Store, Norway.
CA3TORIA For Infants and Children.
JM KM Y(R Hm Ajnjs Bought
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